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Welcome to PS3 Cheat   
Guide

By k_2016      
Cheat Guide e-book for PS 3

This guide will give you codes and hints on how to 
cheat on your PLAYSTATION 3 games! 

This e-book is efforts of countless hours searching over the 
internet for the latest PS3 cheats and hints.  There are 100
games in this e-book!  No other cheat e-book has this 
much, with more to come!

This guide is made by k_2016 (e-Bay ID) 
(k_2016@live.com)

or
(Khaled_2016@hotmail.com)

This e-book does not come with resell rights due to the 
hard work of making this. If you bought this from someone 
else, they did not make this, & please notify me!  
There might be updates in the future, if so, I’ll email you.

Thank You for Purchasing this!
Please leave a positive feedback!
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Here is the list of games:

1.   All-Pro Football 2K8
2.   Armored Core 4
3.   Army of Two
3.   Assassin's Creed  
4.   Blazing Angels 2: Secret Missions
5.   Blazing Angels: Squadrons of WWII
6.   Burnout Paradise
7.   Call of Duty 3
8.   Call of Duty 4
9.   Calling All Cars
10. Def Jam Icon
11. Devil May Cry 4
12. Dynasty Warriors: GUNDAM
13. Elder Scrolls IV: Oblivion
15. Elder Scrolls IV: Oblivion- Game of the Year Edition.
16. Enchanted Arms
17. Everyday Shooter
18. F.E.A.R.
19. FIFA 08
20. Fantastic Four: Rise Of The Silver Surfer
21. Fight Night Round 3
22. Folklore
23. Full Auto 2: Battlelines
24. Genji: Days of the Blade
25. Godfather: The Don's Edition
26. Grand Theft Auto IV
27. Guitar Hero 3: Legends Of Rock
28. Gundam Musou
29. Heavenly Sword
30. High Stakes on the Vegas Strip: Poker Edition
31. Juiced 2: Hot Import Nights
32. Kane and Lynch: Dead Men
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33. Lair
34. Lego Star Wars: The Complete Saga
35. Lost: Via Domus
36. MLB 07: The Show
37. MX vs. ATV Untamed
38. Madden NFL 07
39. Madden NFL 08
40. Major League Baseball 2K7
41. Major League Baseball 2K8
42. Marvel: Ultimate Alliance
43. Medal Of Honor: Airborne
44. Mobile Suit Gundam: Crossfire
45. Mortal Kombat 2
46. Motor Storm
47. NBA 2K7
48. NBA 2K8
49. NBA Live 07
50. NCAA Football 08
51. NFL Street 
52. NHL 2K7
53. NHL 2K8
54. NASCAR 08
55. Need for Speed: Carbon
56. Need for Speed: ProStreet
57. Ninja Gaiden Sigma
58. Pain
59. Pirates Of The Caribbean: At World's End
60. PixelJunk Monsters
61. Pro Evolution Soccer 6
62. Rainbow Six Vegas
63. Ratchet and Clank Future: Tools Of Destruction
64. Resistance: Fall of Man
65. Ridge Racer 7
66. Rock Band
67. Rock Band: Special Edition
68. Sega Rally
69. The Simpsons Game 
70. Skate
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71. Soldier Of Fortune: Payback
72. Sonic Riders: Zero Gravity
73. Sonic the Hedgehog
74. Spider-Man 3
75. Splinter Cell: Double Agent
76. Stranglehold
77. Stranglehold (Demo version)
78. Stuntman Ignition
79. Surf's Up
80. Tekken 5: Dark Resurrection
81. The BIGS
82. The Darkness
83. The Godfather: Blackhand Edition
84. Tiger Woods PGA Tour 07
85. Tiger Woods PGA Tour 08
86. Time Crisis 4
87. Timeshift
88. Tom Clancy's Rainbow Six Vegas 2 
89. Tony Hawk's Project 8
90. Tony Hawk's Proving Ground
91. Transformers: The Game
92. Uncharted: Drake's Fortune
93. Unreal Tournament 3
94. Untold Legends: Dark Kingdom
95. Vampire Rain
96. Virtua Fighter 5
97. Virtua Tennis 3
98. Warhawk 
99. WWE SmackDown! Vs. RAW 2007
100. WWE SmackDown! Vs. RAW 2008

*The game numbers and page number do not correspond.
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All-Pro Football 2K8
Custom uniforms
Enter the editor screen for your created team then press Triangle to display the code entry 
prompt. Enter one of the following codes to get the corresponding uniform.

Bears:
Enter sDZUEpqsPeJpP8weh5AuqxbsKjCuqBuWXKN9ktjcDyJKdTS8ab 
HYWTJxGhGsQjeied as a code.

Bengals:
Enter 
czpDtbUasqRGWA8fwYXGFja3furTTkCD64uNiog8oZZX3TfPKx5zxhF2efgKafstrc as 
a code.

Bills:
Enter 
cztFTjng7q3F9dZfFWumKSuNLgVorbUB4F6eGrNpoPohF6Mc6HnuPePV7WL9xK8V
ec as a code.

Broncos:
Enter 
2xMJPf9tmZX8FJ99777qph2EdmHiNXvoUisSno2MB7jzDrtGxdrhQQDsUxgjLWtkrc 
as a code.

Buccaneers:
Enter 
oDGRtaHZSHKrergh7gCJ39tHrHAT8szyAe9Cg9azUkvUqEztC4iyoqDCmLJUUdh32c 
as a code.

Chargers:
Enter 
FgvjA29noLsJkwg4HQCxajx2D6ZQHiwKjjBPWkuQQuHtK8qAuFjubFBmJt3BktHLzc 
as a code.

Chiefs:
Enter 
wtmJxZGfyWiNY5nfJbvtGATuWkTo8aJ9Nf2ine7VPUpNwkECCx6CkyaD6PhKi7o6yc 
as a code.
Colts:
Enter 
igwKkStreWhCkjSEiy20jPSo2tkdffzWbaqwAXrNJb7wzuLVtABwmC94eVhiCWorBd 
as a code.
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Cowboys:
Enter 
SUwN9tEswaY3j6fvLDXRVzxvtxSrHd5BDLCeoNV9frYFbnakFFGuZMGCuWnSPtSu
fd as a code.
soodmug1203 via Grady Thompson.

Dolphins:
Enter 
PniVZF26fcDgzjik9MAsze3o5WevACfai4yTVQgBRN5yLFzdCtAWHXieq2AEMxATc
d as a code.
soodmug1203 via Grady Thompson.

Eagles:
Enter EadEXFQGSQC9BjVtGCxafGeTba5XYQopiPW4cgXuqDCsBd3KVz 
DRm79ebF4byaRQcd as a code.

Falcons:
Enter 
WajF9bpKCwn9px9pm7LLXXpXpeZ2VtTd8FU323gHKwcv2cTpAz2dWVWhi8uX7G
Wocc as a code.

Giants:
Enter 
w4Lm8BKPszuNm9cnF5kGQiFhJJmJkaYXUDGdR9mCtmtwfAhytj3Pc34fV5ZrPWorB
d as a code.

Jaguars:
Enter 
crw99zZQuqdkv2VdQc6CSPDCSWp5MHoXKyidTXLAkCey4cihJG29QLVtTRNtjK6f
rd as a code.
Jets:
Enter 
dwLnnd7wrU45ADsAWHn42M5FQcjHdnxEun99UcDHxk95rj2XTpMH6MLLkWQsJB
93qd as a code.

Lions:
Enter 
C5GGtipzBgKvpSwHQPyHig3P5HFweVGpAAsrBJRcHAqbAsjtG54hhDW6mbhrBd as 
a code.

Packers:
Enter 
gNbTheMiey98jNz2RT3jjLyoiNhDhz7snbXekjUVsiDz8MCpcQNqQnqM6i3ZNWorBd 
as a code.
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Panthers:
Enter 
fdytRmDRxfoKftw8eLRXH4rBNWL2AerTGiv5tUf8hC26kV7cMRj7t22Z6tLhiwDksc 
as a code.

Patriots:
Enter 
fDj23mccTG7MGVuKPz8Un5AJRiuGX86YTHgdnx7TNZH5tKd7QioSNcqmk9YXMP
vcFc as a code.

Raiders:
Enter 
REPXj5iLhuVc7gFajYEQYWqdP6chyVzAmDm7sMYtSzppZWKshsiz8eHnoBKXUXJ
bc as a code.

Rams:
Enter 
UbVCB5UidqVNDgHMGhQrBdE9E9yskG5bgyfqbXeonYhUAfM4q4znxnEFzXgWiSaj
Qd as a code.

Ravens:
Enter 
sAY5w8WiXWF8ySFeDvdpUH5nZ2aN5wTmyKMsV38tzMmxjF7YdwhYMVhX4SN
NpcczZd as a code.

Redskins:
Enter 
f5cPbHDryc5WY7oHW7YcQvbFxWN2gGnq3wrxvjXbUgERAQTGSLDNmZQaaBVw
ZfZwWc as a code.

Saints:
Enter 
tqSWFJAuB7ytFJxynKhxTvyKsskjvUjPVmTYPiB8mePUZhyCaHgazVLGVyCgxAJTE
c as a code.

Seahawks:
Enter 
iqh8cMLeKSSDY3AwLY9bUfu7GNt4bX7ZUteg7j2nsgj8znqAT6ztHL2hqSb38P7Eec 
as a code.

Steelers:
Enter 
pVVJm2RfspdBbvK98qjENLetYBQnmroEZ5pRDZYrC24vQNwcwhQuE9d7ZacyufSK
8d as a code.
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Texans:
Enter 
KgD8gVTSMCwUTWiHsuWKevRBThh7mvWRiqhrqCseLaMfNLdZ2CFJ9KE8JAdpQ
D2WEc as a code.

Titans:
Enter 
mBaYQvsKxs7as4XQuFEhcoSntiXjiBpZPQ9DTAoXAQPonFh8fUFsKasz7gzTHRVwy
c as a code with the Fuel logo.

Vikings:
Enter 
qjyZhjjc8vbMJ2GNX2DDAHti4fPrrrgNs8Nt9kwXdvxkKgM5amMhrDdDufEYXbEiSc 
as a code.
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Armored Core 4
Hard mode:
Successfully complete a chapter to unlock the hard difficulty setting for any mission in 
that chapter. Press L1 or R1 to toggle between chapters and then press Square to switch 
between the normal and hard difficulty for any mission.

Easy money and schematics:
Select a good AC to start with then get to at least Chapter 3. Start fighting the sim ACs in 
the ACSIS menu. A good amount of money is given out per fight, and as a bonus you get 
the defeated AC's emblem and schematic. You can use the defeated AC schematics to 
defeat more ACs because you only need a buildable AC to start a mission, and not a sim. 
The only drawback is that you can only use AC schematics that can be tuned to a certain 
level. If you have enough points to tune the AC up then you can use it, otherwise it will 
be highlighted in red instead of yellow or white. You can also use schematics earned in 
the sim online.

Easy game progression and money: 
For an easy-to-use, well balanced AC, start off with the TELLUS model when you begin 
the Single Player mode. This AC will have a weak machine-gun in its right arm weapon 
slot, and a powerful laser rifle in its left arm weapon slot. When you get to the menu 
screen where you can select the first mission, choose the ACSIS button on the right side 
of the screen to enter the AC Customization Garage. Open up the Weapon menu and 
select the arm that has the machine-gun. Scroll through available weaponry for that arm 
until you locate another laser rifle like the one equipped to your left arm and equip it. 
With these two laser rifles equipped, you will have plenty of firepower to take down just 
about anything that gets in your way. Taking out enemy MTs, Normals, and Nexts will be 
easy once you refine your piloting skills. Do the first mission, which is basically a chance 
for you to get a little combat experience and test out your AC in a real setting as opposed 
to the blue-toned AC Test area in your garage. After completing the first mission, many 
new parts will become available for purchase. However, your current model is still more 
than powerful enough to do all of the Chapter 2 missions. Save your money. Finish all of 
the Chapter 2 missions. Do not go on the Desert Wolf mission until you have finished all 
the others or you will miss out on cash and possible parts. More parts will become 
available, as will some units of FMS Memory for customization of your AC. Go back to 
the ACSIS. Go to the Assembly menu and find your generator. Scroll through until you 
find a generator with a capacity of about 90,000. Equip it. Then, scroll through further 
until you reach the stabilizer section. A window will appear with two options "Auto" and 
"Manual". Select "Manual", then scroll down to the "Tune" area. This will bring up the 
AC FMS Distributions menu. Find the section that has the area of "Generator Capacity" 
(or "EN Capacity"). Distribute as much of your FMS memory there as possible. If you 
have extra and you like to equip very heavy back weapons, add a few to your AC's load 
to increase the amount of weight your legs can handle before the "Weight Alert" warning 
appears and your mobility is greatly reduced. Save the changes to your schematics and go 
to the AC Test area. You will instantly notice that you can now Air Boost, Quick Boost, 
and Over Boost for much longer. This also means you have more energy to spare for your 
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AC's laser rifles, so you can combine both quick flying and quick firing of your rifles 
very effectively. Another good way to make your AC even more daunting is to find a 
good-quality booster. Try to equip your AC with as many boosters as possible that have 
"efficiency" in their descriptions. The most powerful booster available has a boost cost 
that is highly disproportional. Look for the one that has slightly less boost power and 
about half its cost. This will make flying your AC even easier, and enable long-term 
flight. If done correctly, you can stay airborne for about thirty seconds, and Over Boost 
for about five seconds. To get more money, go to the Simulator menu of the ACSIS. You 
can take on multiple AC's one-on-one (the ones that your game displays whenever "Now 
Loading…" appears) for cash, FMS memory, and parts. They appear in packs of two to 
four. Not only will you get money for each individual AC you defeat, but you also get 
more cash upon completing an entire pack of enemy AC's, and usually five FMS 
memory, a new part, and occasionally a new pack. From here on out, you will have 
plenty of cash for your customizations. The best thing about the parts system is that you 
can buy a part from the shop and still sell it back for the exact price you bought it for. 
This means you can customize as much as desired, try different weapons on missions, 
and have absolutely no negative effects on your cash flow. The Icebreaker Defense and 
Water Gliding missions are especially difficult, and will probably require more than one 
attempt, but after finishing Chapter 3, you will receive even more parts, cash and FMS 
memory.

300 FRS Points, the easy way
Normally, after completing the normal playthrough and all simulator battles, a player 
should have 263 FRS points. To acquire the remaining 37, a player must S-rank each 
mission in Hard mode; however, there is a simpler trick to achieving 300 FRS points.

Requirements: 
- Normal mode completed (this is a must) 
- Simulator completed (have not checked, but better safe than sorry) 
- Hard mode accessible (this is a must) 

Now select a relatively easy HARD mode mission (for this, I chose Hail of Bullets) and 
proceed to complete the mission, achieving initially a rank of LOWER THAN S.
Then, upon completion of the mission, replay the same mission, but this time, acquire an 
S-Rank on it, and you will receive your FRS point. Now you may repeat that mission, 
and for each time you S-Rank it, you will receive another FRS point, up to the maximum 
300.
I have tested this on Regulations 1.10, and confirmed this works. Other tests done by 
other players confirm this works as well on Regulations 1.00.

This will allow players to achieve 300 FRS without having to S-Rank every hard mode 
mission.
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Army of Two

Infinite Life and Ammo

Pause the game during game play and press Triangle (2), X, X, L2, R2, R1, R2, Circle, 
Square.

Get the unlockables.

Pause the game and enter L1, L1, Circle, and Square.

Unlimited Cash

Pause the game and press L1, Up, Down, Up, Left.
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Assassin’s Creed 

1,000 Gold: 
To get 1,000 gold hold down R1 and L1 then type in X, X, X, O, O, Triangle, and 
Square.

Unlimited Eagle Vision: 
After beating the game, you can use Eagle Vision inside the Animus at any time, 
regardless of your health level (Synchronization).

Killing Without Penalty: After beating the game, you can kill anyone inside the Animus 
at any time, without losing health (Synchronization).
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Blazing Angels 2: Secret Missions

Unlock all planes & missions: 
At the main menu, hold R2 and L2 together, and then press Square, L1, R1, Triangle, 
Triangle, R1, L1, and Square.

Toggle God Mode: 
While playing, press pause then hold L2 and press Square, Triangle, Triangle, Square. 
Release L2, hold R2 and press Triangle, Square, Square, and Triangle.

Toggle increased/normal damage: 
While playing, press pause then hold L2 and press L1, L1, R1. Release L2, hold R2 and 
press R1, R1, L1.
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Blazing Angels: Squadrons of WWII
Invincibility: 
Pause the game, then hold L1 and quickly press Square, Triangle (2), and Square. Then, 
hold R1 and quickly press Triangle, Square (2), Triangle. Repeat the code to disable its 
effect.

Ace Killer: 
Defeat all the other Aces to unlock Ace Killer.

Ace Of Aces: 
Get the highest score in all Campaign missions to unlock Ace Of Aces.

All campaign missions and planes: 
At the main menu, hold L1 + R1 and quickly press Square, L2, R2, Triangle (2), R2, L2, 
Square to unlock all campaign missions and planes.

Increased damage by weapons: 
Pause the game, then hold L1 and quickly press L2 (2), R2. Then, hold R1 and quickly 
press R2 (2), L2. Repeat the code to disable its effect.

Title Menu Codes: 
At the title menu, hold L2 and R2 and input the code.
Square, L1, R1, Triangle, Triangle, R1, L1, Square
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Burnout Paradise

Cheat code screen: 
While playing, press Start to pause the game. Press R1 until you get to the Under The 
Hood menu. Select Sponsor Code and enter the code.

Wal-Mart F1 Racer (US Version): 
Enter WALMART as a sponsor code. You need a Burnout Paradise license to use this 
car.

Circuit City Hotrod (US Version): 
Enter CIRCUITCITY as a sponsor code. You need a class A license to use this car.

Best Buy Hunter Oval Champ (US Version): 
Enter BESTBUY as a sponsor code. You need a class A license to use this car.

Gamestop Kitano Sport (US Version): 
Enter GAMESTOP as a sponsor code. You need a class A license to use this car.

Gamestop Kitano Sport (EU Version):
Enter B179 8M20 XA09 80FF as a sponsor code. You need a class A license to use this 
car.

Steel Wheels Car (US Version):
Enter U84D 3Y8K FY8Y 58N6 or E165 6L1Q ZQ2H 10V3 or E60J 8Z7T MS8L 51U6 
as a sponsor code. You need a Burnout Paradise license to use this car.

Steel Wheels Car (EU Version):
Enter Z891 4K88 IN25 79AA as a sponsor code. You need a class Burnout Paradise 
license to use this car.

Micromania Kitano Hydros Custom (French Version):
Enter H211 1Z99 LZ00 00BB as a sponsor code. 
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Call of Duty 3
Unlock all levels and bonus content:
At the Chapter Screen, hold Select and press Right, Right, Left, left, Square, Square.

Night Drop mission: Easy completion:
When you meet up with the French rebels you will have a choice to go left to the Flak 
88s or go through the house to the right. Go left to the guns. Kill all the Nazis around the 
gun and in the ditch leading to the next gun. Then, blow up the 88 and move on to the rest 
of the guns. After you blow up all the guns you will reach the house that you would have 
had to take if you went right. When you go in the house you must defeat a Nazi that is 
standing there waiting for you. Kill all the enemies in the house and fall through the 
burning floor. You will see you allies there waiting for you.

The Island mission: Best gun early:
On the second mission, "The Island", there will be a man under the second bridge with a 
FG42 scoped. That gun will get more ammunition every time you kill someone. The gun 
starts with 96 ammo remaining and you can kill about 150 people with it (not including 
melee). After completing that mission you will have that gun on the third mission, but 
you must save the gun through the third mission to get it in the fourth mission and so on.

The Mace mission: Scoped FG42:
When you get to the part where you must keep the Nazis from the trenches, do not listen 
to the men. Go to the right and follow the path. You will find an FG42 scoped leaning on 
a crate.

Veteran interviews:
Successfully complete the game to unlock interviews with veterans Gordon Boulton, Sgt. 
John D. "Bud" Hawk, and Sgt. Stan Markut

Move friendlies:
To move your friendlies, use ADS and aim at them, then press Fire. Do not worry as you 
cannot shoot at a friendly. Your friendly should move from his location. This is useful 
when you are trying to enter an area blocked by a friendly

Hold Your Breath:
You can hold your breath to steady your aiming (and thus hit on target), this is most 
useful during multiplayer matches when you are using a Sniper Rifle. You can hold your 
breath by pressing the L3 button.
NOTE: This will only last a few seconds (before you have to breath in/out again).
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Call of Duty 4

After-Credit Sequences
Beat the game on any difficulty and let the credits run all the way through. When they 
finish, you'll start another mission. This mission takes place on a plane the resembles Air 
Force One, wherein you must fight your way through a hoard of baddies, save the V.I.P. 
and escape the plane in less than 2 minutes. Also, when you finish the game, you unlock 
the Arcade Mode.

Air Force One Mission: Finish The Game
Arcade Mode: Finish The Game

Arcade Mode
To unlock Arcade Mode, beat the game once through on any difficulty level. Arcade 
Mode itself is split into two options - Full Challenge or Level Chal

Collect All Intel Pieces
Cheats are unlocked not by inserting passwords, but by acquiring the thirty Intel Pieces 
strewn throughout the game. The more of them you collect, the more cheats you can 
access. On the left are the number of Intel Pieces collected, and on the right are the cheats 
that are unlocked, with an explanation of what each does

"A Bad Year" Enemies explode into tires when shot: Collect 15 intel pieces
"Cluster Bombs" One frag grenade thrown equals five in explosion: Collect 10 intel 
pieces
"CoD Noir" Play the game in black and white: Collect 02 intel pieces
"Infinite Ammo" Just what it says: Collect 30 intel pieces
"Photo-Negative" Game colors become inverte: Collect 04 intel pieces
"Ragtime Warfare" The game feels like an old silent movie: Collect 08 intel pieces
"Slow-Mo Ability" Game plays at 40% normal speed: Collect 20 intel pieces
"Super Contrast" Game's contrast increases.: Collect 06 intel pieces

Prestige Mode
To unlock Prestige Mode, which is a multiplayer-only mode, you must reach experience 
level fifty-five. Instead of capping out at level fifty-five.

Multiplayer Weapons
Unlockable multiplayer weapons are based on your rank you receive. As you gain in 
rank, you will gain the ability for more and more weapons.

Assault Rifle (G3): Rank 25
Assault Rifle (G36C): Rank 37
Assault Rifle (M14): Rank 46
Assault Rifle (M4): Rank 10
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Assault Rifle (MP44): Rank 52
LMG (M60E4): Rank 19
Pistol (Desert Eagle): Rank 43
Pistol (Golden Desert Eagle): Rank 55
Pistol (M1911): Rank 16
Shotgun (M1014): Rank 31
SMG (AK-74U): Rank 28
SMG (Mini Uzi): Rank 13
SMG (P90): Rank 40
Sniper Rifle (Barret): Rank 49
Sniper Rifle (Dragunov): Rank 22
Sniper Rifle (M40): Rank 04
Sniper Rifle (R700): Rank 34
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Calling All Cars
Bonus vehicles:
Complete the indicated task to unlock the corresponding vehicle.

Blue Bomber: With the options set to a single level five minute game under the Captain 
Difficulty setting, win the Trainyards level using only the helicopter to score.

Cherry Picker: With the options set to a single level five minute game under the Chief 
difficulty setting, win the Burbs level with 20 or more points.

Dumper: Complete Tournament mode under the Sergeant Difficulty setting.

Fleabag: Complete Tournament mode under the Chief difficulty setting.

Highroller: With the options set to a single level five minute game under the Captain 
Difficulty setting, win the Burbs level without allowing your opponent to score.

Litter Box: Complete Tournament mode under the Captain Difficulty setting.

Shamrock: With the options set to a single level five minute game under the Sergeant 
Difficulty setting, win any level without allowing your opponent to score.

Sweet Cheeks: With the options set to a single level two minute game under the Captain 
Difficulty setting, win any level without allowing your opponent to score.

Yellow Rose: Complete Tournament mode under the Rookie difficulty setting.

Yellowjacket: With the options set to a single level five minute game under the Captain 
Difficulty setting, win the Alpine level using only the 3 point ramp.
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Def Jam Icon 
It's Goin Down by Yung Joc track:
Press Circle, Up, Right, Left, Triangle when "Press Start" appears at the title screen.
Make It Rain by Fat Joe track:
Press Down, Circle, X, Right when "Press Start" appears at the title screen.
Unlockables:
Complete these tasks to unlock the following:
Bling (5) Have a record go gold in Build a Label
Bling Bling (10) Have a record go platinum in Build a Label
BMF (100) Complete Build a Label Mode on the difficulty level Hardest
Caution: Wet Floor (10) Shock your opponent to victory at the Rooftop
Critical Beat Down (50) Win 15 online fights in a row
Directional Attacks Only (50) Beatings with Bass: Solo: Hard: No Strikes, Get Up 
Attacks, Blocks, Reversals, Taunts, or Grabs
Domination (25) Have your Taunt Tag appear on your dominated opponent's screen
Fashion Icon (25) Reach 500,000 Style Points in Build a Label
Feel the Power (15) End a fight at the studio with an electrifying experience for your 
opponent
Get Your Mode On (20) Achieve 50 online wins.
Getting Hot (15) Win 5 online fights in a row
Going Down (15) Throw your opponent into the Elevator Shaft in Troy's Office
Heads Up (10) Knock your opponent out with the Swinging Light Rig
Hit The Lights (15) Use the Light Wall at The Club until it's lights out
It's the Amps (10) Blow your opponent away with the electrified car at the Block
Joy Riding (15) End the fight with the lowriding impact at the Block
$Ka-Ching Bling$ (15) Have a record go multiplatinum in Build a Label
Killer Sound System (10) Bring your opponent's health to zero with volume at 11 at The 
Office
Ladies Man (35) Have 4 satisfied girlfriends simultaneously in Build a Label
Look But Don't Touch (25) Let one of the dancers defeat your opponent.
Marshmallows (10) Use the fireplace in the Penthouse to finish off your opponent.
Mixtape (25) Play your "Def Jam Icon" Saved Playlist in My Soundtrack.
Ornery Bastard (100) Achieve 200 online wins.
Producing Mogul (10) Release 6 songs in Build a Label.
Represent Yourself (5) Change your Signature.
Reversals Only (50) Beatings with Bass: Solo: Hard: No Strikes, Directionals, Get Up 
Attacks, or Grab attempts.
Rollin (50) Achieve 100 online wins.
Smacked Down (15) Use the helicopter tail whip as your finishing move.
Straight Clownin' (50) Win a ranked match with 100 total taunts.
The Big Burn (15) Torch your opponent in the Flaming Gas Pump.
Too Loud, Too Old (10) Defeat your opponent by using the speaker blast at The Club.
Top of the Charts (10) Have an album reach number 1 on the Charts.
Window of Opportunity (15) Throw your opponent out of the window at the Penthouse.
Workin' at the Car Wash (10) Clean up your opponent with the Car Wash Brush
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Devil May Cry 4
Unlockables:
Son Of Sparda mode
Successfully complete Devil Hunter mode.

Heaven Or Hell mode
Successfully complete Son Of Sparda mode.

Dante Must Die mode
Successfully complete Son Of Sparda mode.

Hell And Hell mode
Successfully complete Dante Must Die mode.

Super Dante costume
Successfully complete Dante Must Die mode.

Super Nero costume
Successfully complete Dante Must Die mode.

Bloody Palace
Successfully complete Devil Hunter mode.
Art
Complete the indicated task to unlock the corresponding artwork.

Demon Invasion: Complete Dante Must Die mode.
Light From The Demon Blade: Complete Hell And Hell mode.
The Cast: Complete Devil Hunter mode.
The Demons and 12 publicity pictures: Complete Son Of Sparda mode.
The Ladies Of Devil May Cry: Complete Heaven Or Hell mode.
The Two Heroes and 29 character images: Complete Human mode or Devil Hunter 
mode.

Alternate ending sequence:
Successfully complete the game. Protect Kyrie during the credits mini-game for over 90 
seconds to view the rest of the ending sequence featuring Dante, Trish and Lady. 
Defeating Berial:
Use Grim Grip to reel yourself close to his head and attack with your sword. Once the 
combos are done use Grim Grip while still in the air. When his flames are gone, jump up 
to his head. Grab his head with the Devil Bringer then once he lands from that use Devil 
Bringer again to throw and punch him. After that, run away a short distance because he 
will release an explosion in the area around him. Make sure to pick up Green Orbs from 
the destroyed buildings and roll to avoid his flame geysers and sword attack. Continue 
attacking in this manner and use your Charge Shot to defeat him in under a minute.
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Dynasty Warriors: GUNDAM
Any Mobile Suit for a Pilot:
Finish their story mode at least once.

Master Asia and Master Gundam:
Finish Domon Kasshu's Original Mode.

Milliardo Peacecraft and Epyon:
Finish Heero's story in Original Mode.

Musha Gundam:
Beat Original mode with all 6 protagonists - Amuro, Kamille, Judau, Domon, Heero & 
Loran
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Elder Scrolls IV: Oblivion 

Duplicate Items

First, you need to have more than one type of scroll, such as flare, hailstorm, etc. Go into 
you items and select that scroll twice (hit X twice). Then, go to the weapon/item you 
want duplicated and drop it. you will have as many duplicates of the item as the number 
of scrolls you had. Note: this cheat may not work for all items, but it does work with the 
majority of them. Also, do not duplicate too many at a time, as your frame rate will be so 
slow, you'd be better off restarting the system. I'd draw the limit at 40 duplicates at one 
time, but even then you will experience some lag.

Easy Kills In "Purification" Quest 
While doing the "The Purification" quest for the Dark Brotherhood, use the following 
trick to easily kill some of the members in the sanctuary such as Ocheeva and Vincent. 
First, get your Disposition with them as high as possible, then sneak attack them with a 
dagger. Before they have a time to retaliate, propose a yield. You can attack and yield
repeatedly until they are killed.
Making Stolen Items Authentic
When you steal items, most of the merchants will not buy them. Use the following trick 
to authenticate them. Get in the jail and escape. Take your items authenticated or pay for 
your days in jail and you will have the items authenticated again.
Easy Stealing
Get the Gray Fox's mask and put it on. Steal something and wait for the guards to tell 
you, "Oh, you are the Gray Fox. I'm going to kill you" (or something similar). Select 
"Resist Arrest". Then, go to your inventory and take off the mask. Exit the menu, then 
yield to the guard by holding Block and pressing X to talk to him at the same time. He 
should walk away. You will not have a bounty, and you will still have the stolen item.
Easy Athletics Skill
Get an enchanted amulet, ring, or other item you can enchant with Water Breathing. 
Make sure it is a constant effect. Equip the item with Water Breathing, then jump in some 
water. Swim to the bottom, then hold [Up] to keep swimming into the floor. Your 
Athletics skill will greatly increase in just five minutes.
Infinite Gold
Go to the Talos Plaza District of Imperial City and find a house owned by a man named 
Dorian (Dorian's House) in the southeast section of the district. Break into his house and 
find him. When he tells you to leave, kill him. Do not press X to loot him and take all. 
Instead, take each item individually, finishing with the gold, which will not run out once 
it hits 8 pieces. Just keep selecting the gold he is carrying and take it. Do this repeatedly, 
and the number of gold pieces remaining will freeze when it gets down to 8 gold pieces. 
It will not go any lower, but will just keep giving you as much gold as desired. Note: 
After you break in and he tells you to get out, talk to him. Go to "Persuade" and bribe 
him a lot. After that, kill him. He will now have more money to loot, which makes it 
easier to get more faster.
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Elder Scrolls IV: Oblivion- Game of the Year Edition

Gold In Bruma
Go to the castle in Bruma. Go to the back of the hall and on your left there is a door that 
says service door. Unlock it and head down the steps. Around the corner there is a door 
on the left. Unlock it and there is a wastebasket next to the bed and dresser. Inside is 800 
gold. Useful for money troubles. (Both doors are very easy)
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Enchanted Arms
Easy money:
When you need a lot of TB (money), go to the casino and play roulette. Bet on one 
number to win 36,000 tokens. When you make 200,000 tokens, keep buying the God 
Ambrosia in the casino shop for 400 TB (3,600 TB for nine). Then, go to the real shop 
and sell all nine for 21,600 TB. 200,000 tokens will allow you to gain over 1 million TB. 
This will be useful after Phase 5 (Chapter 26 if you have the guidebook).

Easy tokens:
To get easy tokens, go to the casino and play the roulette game. You will have to make 
multiple bets. First, bet your 1,000 tokens on one number (preferably one that you are 
able to bet on all sides and corners). Then, bet on the four lines of that number and the 
corners. Next, bet on the column and the row; also the color and the number (even or 
odd). Finally, bet on the half of the board that number lies on. If the wheel stops on the 
number you will get the maximum amount of tokens you are able to win on one spin of 
the roulette wheel.
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Everyday Shooter

Travel mode:
Successfully complete the game to unlock Travel mode. You will not take any damage in 
Travel mode.
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F.E.A.R.
All levels:
Enter F3ARDAY1 as your profile name.

Saving Medkits:
Make a mark of some sort to lead you back on some Medkits that you could not carry 
before. If you so happen to run out of your own because of a big fight you can find them 
again. This is useful in Interval 11 with the armies of ghosts coming after you. Just make 
sure that you are able to backtrack to get the Medkits you left behind.

Use your Medkits at the correct time. Do not use Medkits immediately when you have 
about 70 to 80 health remaining. Try using a Medkit when your health drops below 30. 
One Medkit can heal up to about 30 to 45 points. If your health happens to drop below 40 
and you are in a 1v1 or 2v1 fight, do not bother using a Medkit unless you really need to. 
Just run to cover while using your slow-mo abilities. Your health will regenerate slowly 
back to 40 if it drops below that, however you must be out of the firefight to regenerate 
your health.

Defeating Assassin Super Soldiers:
Because the assassins are difficult to see due to their camouflage and high speed running, 
try using slow-motion with L2. You will notice them immediately once they are slowed. 
After that, let all of your rounds into them.

If you do not have slow-motion (for example, in the bonus mission when playing as the 
demolition man), you must have a quick finger and a good eye to notice them running 
around. There are two ways to do this. The first is to toss a grenade to reveal the assassin 
for a certain amount of time. Hopefully the splash radius will either hit him or kill him. 
Note: The grenade has a two to four second delay before exploding, and correct timing is 
required. The second way is to wait until the assassin approaches directly in front of you. 
When he reveals himself, start firing at him.

Interval 04: Office Space reference
While making your way through the large office building, look for papers hung on the 
wall or scattered on desks. Many of these papers have "TPS Report" written on them, as 
well as a symbol including three boxes at the top. This is a reference to the popular movie 
Office Space in which the characters are involved with TPS reports at their office, 
Initech, which has almost the same logo as the symbol at the top of the papers.

As you are making your way through the large office building, about midway through the 
level there should be a large room filled with cubicles, with multiple offices on the side. 
One of the cubicles in the middle of the room has a lot of boxes piled into it, with a red 
stapler on the desk. This is in reference to the character Milton in Office Space. 
Management is always making him move his desk and using his area for storage, as well 
as stealing his red Swingline stapler. This can be found in the same area as multiple 
T.P.S. reports.
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Labdog: Shogo: Mobile Armor Division reference
After the firefight in the gas pipes area near the exit point of the map, there will be a gas 
pipe on fire. Turn the object off in the next room, then return to the now extinguished 
pipe area..There is a semi secret walkway there. Walk in, find the ladder, and climb up. 
You will find a health booster, and there is a door on your left. Go into that office. Listen 
to the song. It is the main theme from Shogo: Mobile Armor Division. an anime FPS 
created by Mololith. Look at the dry marker board. It is the same one from an office level 
from Shogo: Mobile Armor Division.

Unlimited handgun ammunition:
This trick requires the dual handguns, all weapon slots full and at least one bullet for the 
dual handguns. Have the dual hand guns equipped and find a weapon you do not have in 
your inventory. This weapon must be on the floor, not leaning or on top of something. 
Hold Square to switch out the dual handguns for the new weapon, then switch back for 
one handgun then grab the other. You will notice that you have more handgun ammo. For 
example, if you had 1 bullet for both and you used this trick you should now have 2 
bullets. If you repeat the trick, it will increase to 4 then 8, 16, 32, 64, 128 then the 
maximum of 200.
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FIFA 08
Overall 99 player: 
Use the following trick to get your player up to 99 a lot faster. Before you start, make 
sure that the player you want to upgrade is your arena player.

1. Save enough points to buy all the experience packs in the shop. This should not take 
too long.

2. Once you have enough, save it onto a second personal settings as well as your first.

3. Buy all the experience packs in the shop and save as normal. It should save to personal 
settings 2 and your squads.

4. Use all the experience points on your chosen player.

5. Save the game as normal.

6. Load personal settings 1.

7. Save it to personal settings 2 again.

8. The experience packs should now be available in the shop again, and you should have 
your points back.

9. Buy them again and save as normal. It should save to personal settings 2 and squads as 
before.

10. Use all the packs on your player again.

11. Save as normal

12. Repeat steps 6 through 11 and you will see your players overall climb until it reaches 
99.

13. Once your player has an 99 overall, save and load personal settings 1.

14. Save it to personal settings 2.

15. Load personal settings 1 again.

Your chosen player will have 99 overall, you will still have all the points you had before 
to spend on whatever desired and have personal settings 2 there in case you want to do 
this again.
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Fantastic Four: Rise Of The Silver Surfer
Bonuses: 
Collect the indicated number of tokens to unlock the corresponding bonus.

1990's Fantastic Four: 12 tokens
2000's Fantastic Four: 12 tokens
Comic Covers #1: 4 tokens
Comic Covers #2: 4 tokens
Game Concept Art: 4 tokens
Ultimate Costumes: 12 tokens
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Fight Night Round 3
All venues:
Enter NEWVIEW as a first name in Create Champ mode to unlock all venues.
Bonus venues:
Win a match at one of the corresponding venues in Career mode to unlock it:
Madison Square Garden:
The Staples Center
Box as Ko Rey Mo:
Defeat Ko Rey Mo in the light heavy division in Career mode to unlock him.
Unlock New Fighting Styles:
Win the following style matches in ESPN Classic Fights mode or career mode to unlock 
those new styles.

"Hard Straights" Style - Win that style match in ESPN Classic Fights mode or career 
mode.
"Hook Master" Style - Win that style match in ESPN Classic Fights mode or career 
mode.
"Judge Jab" Style - Win that style match in ESPN Classic Fights mode or career mode.
"Lethal Uppercuts" Style - Win that style match in ESPN Classic Fights mode or career 
mode.
"Philly Shell" Style - Win that style match in ESPN Classic Fights mode or career mode.
"Sinister Cross" Style - Win that style match in ESPN Classic Fights mode or career 
mode.
"Slickster" Style - Win that style match in ESPN Classic Fights mode or career mode.
"Smooth" Style - Win that style match in ESPN Classic Fights mode or career mode.
"Textbook" Style - Win that style match in ESPN Classic Fights mode or career mode.
"Uptight" Style - Win that style match in ESPN Classic Fights mode or career mode.

Burger King trainer:
Win the Burger King event in Career mode. Then at the trainer selection screen, press 
Down until the Burger King appears as a choice. He gives you Heart when you fight.

Easy wins in Career mode:
Go to the options menu and set Illegal Blows to Off. Then, go to the fight store and buy 
the illegal head punch called Elbow Shot. During a fight, use the Elbow Shot to counter 
attack each time your opponent throws a punch. Note: Make sure you use the Elbow Shot 
as a counter attack so that you can connect cleanly and powerfully on you opponent's 
head. You will see that the Elbow Shot inflicts a lot of damage to your opponent, and will 
KO him in a short period of time, or TKO because you inflicted so much damage to his 
eyes.

Remain undefeated:
During any fight in Career mode, if you get knocked down and you think you are not 
going to make it, turn your PlayStation 3 off before the bell rings. When the game is 
resumed, you can start the match again without a loss.
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Folklore
Alternate costume:
Collect all Folks for Ellen and Keats.

Increase ID's Karma:
When you capture certain ID's, to increase their power they'll require you to capture more 
of their type of ID (as is the case with the starting Pouke Id, and many more). Once you 
capture these ID's, simply exit and return to the spot and you can fight (and capture) the 
ID's again, quickly powering up your ID before you even use the ID fully.

Respawn Items:
If you see an item that you require to increase the Karma level for an Id, then you can 
leave the areas and return. This will respawn the Items, which you can take, leave and 
return again till your hearts content.
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Full Auto 2: Battlelines

Cheat mode:
Select "Options" at the title screen, then select "Cheats". Enter one of the following case-
sensitive codes to activate the corresponding cheat function.

Scepter and Mini-Rockets 
Enter "10E6CUSTOMER" as a case sensitive code to unlock the Scepter and Mini-
Rockets. Note: The second character in the code is the number zero, and the tenth 
character in the code is a capital letter "O".

Vulcan and flamethrower:
enter 5FINGERDISCOUNT as a case-sensitive code
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Genji: Days of the Blade
Completion bonuses:
Successfully complete the game to unlock a harder difficulty setting and additional 
challenges

Unlock Movie viewer and Sound test:
Beat the game on Normal to unlock the Movie viewer and Sound test options.

Belly Slam:
Press Jump/Attack as Benkei and you'll do a belly slam.
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Godfather: The Don's Edition
"The Don Is Dead" mission
Before starting this mission, break the windows in the barber shop. This will allow for 
easy shooting once the Don is shot. The recommended gun for this and any other close 
range shooting mission is the magnum.

$5,000
When paused, enter these codes: Square, Triangle, Square, Square, Triangle, L3. Only 
available every 5 minutes.

All movies
At the main menu, press Triangle, Square, Triangle, Square(2), L3 to unlock all movies.

Unlock All Film Clips
This code is entered at the menu screen. Triangle, Square, Triangle, Square, Square, L3.

Ammunition
All the safe houses that you pay for have ammo caches. When low on ammunition or 
health, you can go into these houses and restock. They are the orange houses on the map, 
and most are in hotels.

Assaulting warehouses
Before going on a warehouse assault have these items: pistol (full ammunition), Tommy 
gun (full ammunition), shotgun (full ammunition), magnum (full ammunition), molotovs 
(6), and about $25,000. When going to a warehouse, try to blow up the roadblocks. After 
that, stand there and shoot at oncoming gangsters with your pistol (headshots are 
essential). Then, go in to the warehouse area. Stand behind boxes and shoot the enemies 
with the pistol or magnum (again with headshots). Once you enter the warehouse, have 
either your shotgun or Tommy gun ready. Most enemies will have shotguns and Tommy 
guns. When you kill them, search for the owner. He will have puppeteer hands. Buy him 
out. Do not hit or injure him or you will not be able to buy him out and will have to use 
pressure. More than likely you will have also started a mob war. Do not bother looking 
for bombing business. Instead, check the map for the nearest FBI agent and bribe him. 
You may lose $3,000, but it is less risky. You will now have a warehouse and won a mob 
war at the same time.

Getting past barricades easily
When you go to a hub, warehouse, or compound with people and cars blocking your way, 
get a truck and run into the cars and people until it catches on fire. Then, finish off the 
other people that are still alive.

When you go to a hub, warehouse, or compound with people and cars blocking your way, 
stand close enough that you can lock-on to a person. Take either dynamite or a Molotov 
Cocktail and throw it. It will blow up the cars next to the people. Continue doing this 
until you have reached the hub, warehouse, or compound.
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Grand Theft Auto IV
Weapon Cheat
Press R1, L2, R2, L1, Up, Down, Left, Right, Up.
Weapon Cheat 2
While playing, press R1, L2, R2, L1, Right, Down, Left, Up, Right, Down, Left, Up, 
Right, Right.
Cop Cheat 
While playing press R1, L2, R2, L1, Up, Down, Up, Down, Up, Down.
Health Cheat
While playing press R1, L1, L2, Square, R2, Left, Right, Left, Right.
Monster Truck
Enter L1, Circle, X, R1, L2, R2, Square, Triangle, Triangle, X.
Semi Truck with Trailer
L1, R1, X, Circle, Triangle, X, R1, Square.
NASCAR Car 
X, Triangle, Square, Circle, Circle, R1, L1, L2, R2.
Money Cheat
While playing, press Up, Down, L1, L2, Left, Right, R1, R2, Square.
Helicopter
X, Circle, Circle, R1, Square, L1, and Triangle.
Run Quick 
While playing, press R1, R1, Left, Right, L2, Square, Triangle, L1, and Circle.
Never Die 
While playing press R1, Circle (2), L2, R2, Triangle, X, L1, Right.
Listen To Crank That Soulja Boy in Car 
Press R2(2), Up, Circle, L1, L2, Down, Triangle, R1, Right, Right.
Listen To Back On My Grizzy in Car 
Press Up, Down, L2, R1, X, L1 (2), Right, Left, Up.
Infinite Money 
Press Square, Left, R2, Down, Down, L1, Up, Circle.
Drive a Ferrari 
Press R2 (2), Left, Down, Circle (2), Down, Down.
Drive a Lamborghini 
While playing press R1, R2, L1, X, Down, Up, Triangle, Circle.
Spawn Tank 
While playing press Up, Down, Left, Right, Circle, Circle, Left, and Right.
Any Truck with Trailer 
Circle, X, Circle, Square, Triangle, L1, R1, L2, R2.
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Guitar Hero 3: Legends Of Rock
Enter the "Options" menu. Select "Cheats", then "Enter New Cheat". Then, enter one of 
the following codes to unlock the corresponding cheat option. Note: Each note or chord 
must be strummed during code entry. Press Green at the "Cheats" menu to turn off a 
particular cheat.

All songs in Quick Play mode:
Press Yellow + Orange, Red + Blue, Red + Orange, Green + Blue, Red + Yellow, Yellow 
+ Orange, Red + Yellow, Red + Blue, [Green + Yellow] two times, [Yellow + Blue] two 
times, [Yellow + Orange] two times, Yellow + Blue, Yellow, Red, Red + Yellow, Red, 
Yellow, Orange.

Hyperspeed mode:
Press Orange, Blue, Orange, Yellow, Orange, Blue, Orange, Yellow. This code makes the 
charts faster. There are five Hyperspeed levels. Press Green at the Hyperspeed option on 
the "Cheats" menu to cycle through them.

Precision mode:
Press [Green + Red] three times, [Red + Yellow] two times, [Red + Blue] two times, 
Yellow + Blue, Yellow + Orange, Yellow + Orange, [Green + Red] three times, [Red + 
Yellow] two times, [Red + Blue] two times, Yellow + Blue, [Yellow + Orange] two 
times.

Flaming Heads:
Press Yellow, Orange, Yellow, Yellow, Orange, Yellow, Yellow, Orange.

Performance mode:
Press Red + Yellow, Red + Blue, Red + Orange, Red + Blue, Red + Yellow, Green + 
Blue, Red + Yellow, Red + Blue.

Air Guitar:
Press Yellow + Blue, [Green + Yellow] two times, Green + Yellow, [Red + Blue] two 
times, [Red + Yellow] two times, Yellow + Blue, [Green + Yellow] two times, [Red + 
Blue] two times, [Red + Yellow] two times, [Green + Yellow] two times, [Red + Yellow] 
two times.
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Gundam Musou

Milliardo Peacecraft and Epyon:
Successfully complete Heero Yui's story line in Original mode.

Use any Mobile Suit:
Successfully complete a character's story line to be able to have them select the Mobile 
Suit of their choice
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Heavenly Sword

Combos and superstyles:
Adoring Traveler level 3 superstyle: Press R1 + Circle.

Angelic Fury speed stance combo: Press Triangle, Square, Triangle.

Angel's Crop speed stance combo: Press Square, Triangle(2), Square(2).

Angel's Grave speed stance combo: Press Square, Triangle(2), then when landing press 
Square.

Angel's Harvest speed stance combo: Press Square, Triangle(2), Square, Triangle.

Angel's Smite speed stance combo: Press Square(2), Triangle, Square.

Blade of the Devil power stance combo: Press Square, Triangle, Square(3).

Bladed Downfall aerial combo: Press L1 + Triangle, shake controller, then hold R1 and 
press Triangle, Square(2).

Compassion level 2 superstyle: Press R1 + Circle.

Divine Storm ranged stance combo: Press Triangle(9).

Falling Blossom aerial combo: Press L1 + Triangle, shake controller, then press Square, 
Triangle(2), Square, R1 + Square.

Flying Angel aerial combo: Press L1 + Triangle, shake controller, then press R1 + 
Triangle, Triangle(3).

Heavenly Storm speed stance combo: Press Square(2), Triangle(3).

Heaven's Ascent speed stance combo: Press Square, Triangle(2), then when landing 
Triangle.

Heaven's Spiral speed stance combo: Press Square(2), Triangle(2), Square.

Hell's Envy power stance combo: Press Triangle, Square(2).

Hell's Wrath power stance combo: Press Triangle, Square, Triangle.

Laughing Devil power stance combo: Press Triangle(2), Square, Triangle.
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Lingering Touch level 2 superstyle: Press L1 + Circle.

Raising Hell power stance combo: Press Square, Triangle, Square, Triangle.

Soaring Embrace aerial combo: Press L1 + Triangle, shake controller, then hold L1 and 
press Square(3).

Startled Lover level 2 superstyle: Press Circle.

Stolen Kiss level 3 superstyle: Press Circle.

Striking Hell power stance combo: Press Triangle(2), Square(2).

Twin Angels speed stance combo: Press Triangle, Square(2).

Twisted Soul ranged stance combo: Press Square(7).

Unfurling Wrath ranged stance combo: Press Square(9).

Violent Tempest ranged stance combo: Press Triangle(7).

Whirling Passion level 3 superstyle: Press L1 + Circle.

Hell mode:
Successfully complete the game.

God Of War reference:
In the part where you go to the armory, look around at the different trophy cases. One of 
them is Kratos' armor and swords from the God Of War series.
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High Stakes On The Vegas Strip: Poker Edition

Easy money:
Use the following trick if you are continually starting with $22. Delete your player and 
create a new one. Your base money will go back to $5,000 and you will be able to enter 
the lowest value games with $200, as well as some of the higher value games. This does 
not affect your HSO points. However there may be limit to how many times you can do 
this, especially if there is an update for the game.
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Juiced 2: Hot Import Nights

Unlock challenges and cars:
Enter the code in the DNA lab to unlock a challenge. Win the challenge to unlock the car 
in the DNA lab.

Code - Car:
KNOX - Ascari KZ1
JWRS - Nissan Skyline R34 GT-R
GVDL - BMW Z4
YTHZ - Audi TT 1.8L Quattro
GVDL - BMW Z4 Roadster
RBSG - Holden Monaro
BSLU - Hyundai Coupe 2.7L V6
MRHC - Infiniti G35
MNCH - Frito-Lay Infiniti G35
KDTR - Koenigsegg CCX
DOPX - Mitsubishi Prototype X
PRGN - Nissan 350Z
WIKF - Saleen S7
FAMQ - Seat Leon Cupra R
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Kane and Lynch: Dead Men

Freedom Fighters: Easy completion:
When you are at the spot where you have to proceed to El Capacito, tell your men to go 
to the big pointy statue in the center and take cover. Then, proceed to shoot down the 
helicopter first before continuing. A few RPGs will be required before it will go down. If 
you run out of RPGs, go back to the previous spot where you had to shoot the APC 
vehicle to get more supplies.

Unlockables:
Kane in Fragile Alliance
Reach rank 35.

Lynch in Fragile Alliance
Reach rank 30.
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Lair

Chicken Curry video:
Enter chicken as a case-sensitive code.

Hot Coffee video:
Enter 686F7420636F66666565 as a case-sensitive code.

Stable option:
Enter koelsch as a case-sensitive code to unlock the "Stable" option for all levels. Note: 
Enabling this code will disable saving the game.

Play on PSP:
This is the first disc-game (PlayStation, PlayStation2 and PlayStation3) that allows for 
the game to be played remotely via broadband with the PlayStation3 to PSP "Remote 
Play" feature. The game can be played with some limitations. Due to the differance in 
how the PSP's shoulder buttons are mapped they neither count as L1, L2, R1, or R2 
effectively, rendering the PSP's L and R useless. In the game this results in the ability to 
lock on to enemies, slow down while flying, initiate a flying hover and to land on the 
ground as impossible actions. Although all flying in the game on the PlayStation3 is 
controlled via Sixaxis motion control, while playing on the PSP flight is much more 
simply controlled with the Analog-pad. If the player completes the first tutorial stage on 
the PlayStation3 (which requires use of shoulder buttons to complete simple objectives) 
the rest of the game can be played on the PSP if the player is so inclined.
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Lego Star Wars: The Complete Saga

Cheat Codes:
Enter the codes at the cantina.

Code - Result:
HHY697 Boss Nass
QRN714 Captain Tarpals
BRJ437 Disguise
AAB123 Droid Tri-Fighter
PMN576 General Grievous
HUT845 Imperial Shuttle
CLZ738 Jedi grapple move
EVILR2 Recolored r2d2
INT729 Tie Interceptor
GIJ989 IG88
KLJ897 Jango Fett
BDC866 Vulture Droid
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Lost: Via Domus

Easy Fuses:
Instead of bartering for Fuses to complete puzzles, use the following trick. After 
completing the first Fuse puzzle, return to the puzzle, and collect all of the Fuses. These 
will remain in your inventory, ready for use for other puzzles.
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MLB 07: The Show

Recommended team:
Robinson Cano (2B)
Vladimir Guerro (RF)
Derek Jeter (SS)
Davd Ortiz (DH and 1B)
Manny Ramirez (LF)
Bobby Abreau (RF)
Dontrelle Willis (LHP)
Ryan Howard (1B)
Bengie or Yadier Molina (C)
David Wright (3B)
Johan Santana (LHP)
CC. Sabathia (LHP)
Mariano Rivera (CP)
Coco Crisp (CF)

Save money:
In the offseason when you are resigning free agents, there is a very effective way of 
saving lots of money for free agency without being cheap and changing stats. Instead of 
lowering and raising stats, just go to "View Roster" and convert all of your starters and 
closers into relievers. Resign all of them to small deals worth at most about $3 million a 
year. Once you sign them, change them back into their original position. It might not 
sound like much but if you have a $19 million pitcher like Johan Santana, it can be a lot 
of free cash. This will also work with turning slow players into the 2B or SS position and 
resigning them, or turning small players into the C or 1B position and resigning them.

Easy saves:
Put your closer in the game at the start of the seventh inning and use him the rest of the 
way.
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MX vs. ATV Untamed

Unlock all Handlebars:
Enter NOHANDS as a cheat code.

Unlock Gear:
Enter CRAZYLIKEA as a cheat code.
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Madden NFL 07

Code Cards

QB On Target card:
Enter WROA0R as a code. Your Quarterback will have 100% accuracy for one half.

Mistake Free card:
Enter XL7SP1 as a code. It will be impossible to throw an interception or fumble the ball 
for one half.

Lame Duck card:
Enter 5LAWO0 as a code. Your opponent will be forced to throw lob passes for one half.

Super Bowl XLI Gold card:
Enter RLA9R7 as a code.

Super Bowl XLII Gold card:
Enter WRLUF8 as a code.

Super Bowl XLIII Gold card:
Enter NIEV4A as a code.

Super Bowl XLIV Gold card:
Enter M5AB7L as a code.

Aloha Stadium Gold card:
Enter YI8P8U as a code.

1958 Colts Gold card:
Enter B57QLU as a code.

1966 Packers Gold card:
Enter 1PL1FL as a code.
.

1968 Jets Gold card:
Enter MIE6WO as a code.

1970 Browns Gold card:
Enter CL2TOE as a code.

1972 Dolphins Gold card:
Enter NOEB7U as a code.
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1974 Steelers Gold card:
Enter YO0FLA as a code.

1976 Raiders Gold card:
Enter MOA11I as a code.

1977 Broncos Gold card:
Enter C8UM7U as a code.

1978 Dolphins Gold card:
Enter VIU0O7 as a code.

1980 Raiders Gold card:
Enter NLAPH3 as a code.

1981 Chargers Gold card:
Enter COAGI4 as a code.

1982 Redskins Gold card:
Enter WL8BRI as a code.

1983 Raiders Gold card:
Enter H0EW7I as a code.

1984 Dolphins Gold card:
Enter M1AM1E as a code.

1985 Bears Gold card:
Enter QOETO8 as a code.

1986 Giants Gold card:
Enter ZI8S2L as a code.

1988 49ers Gold card:
Enter SP2A8H as a code.

1990 Eagles Gold card:
Enter 2L4TRO as a code.

1991 Lions Gold card:
Enter J1ETRI as a code.

1992 Cowboys Gold card:
Enter W9UVI9 as a code.
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1993 Bills Gold card:
Enter DLA3I7 as a code.

1994 49ers Gold card:
Enter DR7EST as a code.

1996 Packers Gold card:
Enter F8LUST as a code.

1998 Broncos Gold card:
Enter FIES95 as a code.

1999 Rams Gold card:
Enter S9OUSW as a code.

Superstar mode: Better agent
Answer the interview questions as a team player. Then when you hire an agent, more of 
them will want to sign with you.

Recommended defense:
Try blitzing on first and second downs but not on the third down. Your opponent may be 
used to rushing his throws and throw the ball right into your coverage.

If you choose a 4-3 or a 3-4 defense against any team, select a play in which you blitz all 
your linebackers and have your defensive backs cover the receivers. This works about 
90% of the time. You will average at least five sacks per game.

Choosing the correct parents:
When starting Hall Of Fame mode, certain parents will give you large boosts in key stats. 
If you want a receiver that is very fast, look for a hall of fame WR father with the note 
"He was the Randy Moss of his time". You should end up with 95 or higher speed. If you 
want a fast quarterback, look for a Pro Bowl or Hall of Fame QB father with the note "He 
was the Michael Vick of his time". You will be insanely fast and have good throwing 
power. Note: Do not chose a father with the note "He was his era's Tom Brady." He will 
be extremely slow (55 or less speed) and not be able to outrun anyone.

Avoiding injuries:
When you think one of your players may be injured on offense, hurry the play up and 
they will get back up.

Easy interceptions:
When on defense, switch to one of the safeties in a zone coverage and pick up on a 
receiver. Stay about five to ten yards away from the receiver. When the quarterback 
throws the ball to that receiver, run towards the receiver. Press Triangle when you get in 
front of the receiver, just as the ball is getting there.
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Madden NFL 08

Walter Payton 
Press X, Circle, Circle, Up, Down, Left, Right.

Unlockables:

Completion Of Ring 1
 You will unlock Freak O-lineman and Freak D- Lineman. You will also unlock more 
free agents in Superstar Mode

Completion Of Ring 2 
You will unlock all Linebackers and Tightends. You will also unlock more free agents in 
superstar mode.
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Major League Baseball 2K7
All extras:
Enter Game On as a case-sensitive code.

All bonuses:
Enter Derek Jeter as a case-sensitive code to unlock all jerseys, dream players, stadiums, 
team logo baseballs, etc.

All cheats:
Enter Black Sox as a case-sensitive code.

Mickey Mantle card:
Enter themick as a case-sensitive code. Mickey Mantle will now be available as a free 
agent.

Pinch Hit Mick card:
Enter phmantle as a case-sensitive code. Mickey Mantle will now be available as a pinch 
hitter.

Big Blast card:
Enter m4murder as a case-sensitive code. Your chance of hitting a home run will be 
increased for one game.

Triple Crown card:
Enter triplecrown as a case-sensitive code. This increases the chance of the hit by the 
third, fourth, and fifth hitters in the lineup by 50% for one game.

Mighty Mick card:
Enter mightymick as a case sensitive code.

Save money in Franchise mode:
Release a high paid player to free agency. Then, offer them a new contract. Their asking 
price may be lower than what you were already paying them. This could save your team 
millions of dollars. Sometimes your players will demand more money after you release 
them -- make sure to save the before you attempt this
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Major League Baseball 2K8

Section 1.01 Big Head Mode - Enter the Cheats Menu on the Main Screen

Black Sox (Case Sensitive)

Unlock Everything
Enter "Derek Jeter" at the Password screen.
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Marvel: Ultimate Alliance
Invincibility:
While playing the game, quickly press Up, Down, Up, Down, Up, Left, Down, Right, 
Start.

Level 30 team:
At the team menu, quickly press Up, Left, Up, Left, Down, Right, Down, Right, Start.

100,000 Gold Coins:
At the team menu, quickly press Up(3), Left, Right, Left, Start.

All characters:
At the main menu or a S.H.I.E.L.D. save zone menu, quickly press Up(2), Down(2), 
Left(3), Start to unlock all characters. If you entered the code correctly, you will hear a 
sound.

All cinematics:
At the Review menu, quickly press Up, Left(2), Up, Right(2), Up, Start to unlock all 
cinematics.

All comic book covers:
At the Review menu, quickly press Left, Right(2), Left, Up(2), Right, Start to unlock all 
comics.

All concept art:
At the Review menu, quickly press Down(3), Right(2), Left, Down, Start to unlock all 
concept art.

All costumes:
At the main menu or a S.H.I.E.L.D. save zone menu, quickly press Up, Down, Up, 
Down, Left, Right, Left, Right, Up, Down, Start to unlock all costumes. If you entered 
the code correctly, you will hear a sound.

All powers:
At the main menu or a S.H.I.E.L.D. save zone menu, quickly press Left, Right, Left, 
Right, Up, Down, Up, Down, Left, Right, Start to unlock all powers. If you entered the 
code correctly, you will hear a sound.

All wallpapers:
At the Review menu, quickly press Up, Down, Right, Left, Up(2), Down, Start to unlock 
all wallpapers.

Filler:
While playing the game, quickly press Left, Right(2), Left, Up, Down(2), Up, Start. Your 
extreme attack will always be available with no energy cost.
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Fourth alternate costume:
Successfully complete the Combat Training challenge for a character to unlock his or her 
fourth costume. Alternately, get a "Bronze" rank in a character's Comic mission.

Hard mode:
Successfully complete the game on the Normal difficulty setting to unlock the Hard 
difficulty setting.

Play as Black Panther:
Collect the five Black Panther action figures (one is found in each Act) to unlock him.

Play as Blade:
Win the toy grab mini-game at the Carnival in Murderworld to unlock Blade.

Play as Daredevil:
Go to a S.H.I.E.L.D. save zone and select "Change Team". Delete all selected characters 
by pressing Square. Once all of your team slots are empty, quickly press Left(2), 
Right(2), Up, Down, Up, Down, Start to unlock Daredevil. If you entered the code 
correctly, you will hear a sound. Note: This code may also be enabled at the main menu. 
Alternately, collect the five Daredevil action figures (one is found in each Act).

Super Speed:
While playing the game, quickly press Up, Left, Up, Right, Down, Right, Start.

The Courses:
At the simulator terminal screen where you choose a Comic Book mission, quickly press 
Up, Right, Left, Down, Up, Right, Left, Down, Start to unlock The Courses.

Touch of Death:
While playing the game, quickly press Left, Right, Down(2), Right, Left, Start.
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Medal Of Honor: Airborne

Activate the Cheats Menu:
While playing, hold L1 + R1 then press Square, Circle, Triangle, X, X

Full Health:
At the Cheat Menu, hold R1 + L1 then press Triangle, Square, Square, Triangle, X, 
Circle.

Full Ammo:
At the Cheats Menu, hold R1 + L1 then press Circle, Circle, Triangle, Square, X, 
Triangle.
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Mobile Suit Gundam: Crossfire

Amuro Ray:
Successfully complete the EFF campaign under the Very Hard difficulty then load the 
cleared saved game.

Char Aznable:
Successfully complete the Zeon campaign under the Very Hard difficulty then load the 
cleared saved game.

Fraw Bow:
Successfully complete a campaign under the Very Hard difficulty then load the cleared 
saved game.

Gundam:
Reach the "Warrant General" rank.

Kai Shiden:
Successfully complete a campaign under the Very Hard difficulty then load the cleared 
saved game.

Kampfer:
Reach the "Lt. Colonel" rank in the Zeon campaign.

RX-78-2 Gundam:
Reach the Colonel in the Federation campaign.
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Mortal Kombat 2
Fight Jade:
When you are at the match that is right before the '?' on the match chart, you can fight 
Jade if the following steps are taken. One of the rounds must be won using only Low 
Kicks and the Directional Pad. The other round can be won normally. Once you meet all 
those requirements, you will fight Jade at 'Goro's Lair'.

Fight Noob Saibot:
When in a 2 player game, you can fight Noob Saibot if the following steps are taken. 50 
matches must be won in a row. All of those 50 matches must be won in 2 player mode. 
Once you meet all these requirements, you will fight Noob Saibot at 'Goro's Lair'.

Fight Smoke:
When fighting on 'The Portal Stage' in a 1 or 2 player game, you can fight Smoke if the 
following steps are taken. Dan Forden must appear at the bottom of the screen and yell 
'Toasty!'. Down and Start must be held at the same time right after you see Dan Forden. 
Once you meet all these requirements, you will fight Smoke at 'Goro's Lair'. Notes - Dan 
Forden will only appear after an uppercut. His appearance after an uppercut is random 
though.

Make opponent slide off the spikes:
On the kombat tomb stage (the one with spikes all over the ceiling) when it's time to 
finish the opponent, do your character's stage fatality command, then as soon as the "du 
du duuuu" music starts, hold DOWN on player 1 and player 2's joystick until the 
opponent starts to slide off the spikes.

No Throws option:
If you are playing against a human opponent. You have the option of no throws. To do 
this Hold D+HP on both joysticks before the match begins. If successful it will say 
''Throwing Disabled.''

Code - Effect
D+HP - NO Throws (Throwing Disabled) Works in 2 Player only.

Oh Wow!
After performing a Stage Fatality on 'The Dead Pool Stage', you can hold Down and 
Block to hear Dan Forden say 'Oh Wow!'.

Play pong
To play pong, you must keep playing until you reach the 250th battle. When the battle is 
about to begin, you'll receive a message that you will enter another dimension. 
Afterwards, a Pong screen will appear. Whoever earn 7 points will able to continue the 
game
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Motor Storm
Unlock all bonuses:
At the main menu, hold L1 + L2 + L3 + R1 + R2 + R3 + Left Analog-stick Down + Right 
Analog-stick Up to unlock all bonuses. If you entered the code correctly, you will hear a 
sound.

Big Heads:
Hold down L1, L2, R1, R2, R3 (hold to the RIGHT), L3 (hold down LEFT).
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NBA 2K7
Cheat mode:
At the main menu, select the Features option, choose the Codes selection, then enter one 
of the following codes to activate the corresponding cheat function:

Topps NBA 2K7 team:
Enter topps2ksports as a code to unlock the Topps NBA 2K7 team.

Infinite stamina:
Enter norest as a code.

Maximum durability:
Enter ironman as a code.

+10 Defensive Awareness:
Enter getstops as a code.

+10 Offensive Awareness:
Enter inthezone as a code.

ABA ball:
Enter payrespect as a code.

Recommended team:
The Seattle Supersonics may be the best team in the game. They are dominant and have 
three players who can all make 3-pointers: Rashard Lewis, Ray Allen, and Luke Ridnour. 
It is possible to take about 45 to 50 threes on average per game with them. Ignore the bad 
rating on the main menu
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NBA 2K8

ABA ball:
Enter payrespect as a code.

2KSports team:
Ente 2ksports as a code.

Visual Concepts team:
Enter vcteam as a code.

NBA Development team:
Enter nba2k as a code.
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NBA Live 07
Cheat mode
At the NBA Codes screen, enter one of the following codes to active the corresponding 
cheat function:

Result - Code
Adidas Garnett Bounce (Vegas edition) - KDZ2MQL17W
Adidas Garnett Bounce (All-Star edition) - HYIOUHCAAN
Adidas T-Mac 6 (All-Star edition) - MCJK843NNC
Adidas T-Mac 6 (Vegas edition) - 84GF7EJG8V
Adidas Crazy 8 (St. Patty's edition) - CC98KKL814
Adidas Campus Lt (St. Patty's edition) - CLT2983NC8
Adidas Equipment Bball (St. Patty's edition) - 22OIUJKMDR
Adidas Stealth (All-Star edition) - FE454DFJCC
Adidas Gil-Zero (All-Star edition) - 23DN1PPOG4
Adidas Gil-Zero (Vegas edition) - QQQ3JCUYQ7
Adidas Gil-Zero Mid (Away) - 369V6RVU3G
Adidas Gil-Zero Mid (Home) - 1GSJC8JWRL
Adidas C-Billups (All-Star edition) - BV6877HB9N
Adidas C-Billups (Vegas edition) - 85NVLDMWS5
Adidas BTB Low (St. Patty's edition) - 7FB3KS9JQ0
Adidas Artillery II (black) - 99B6356HAN
Adidas Artillery II (white) - NTGNFUE87H
Bobcats Secondary road jersey - WEDX671H7S
Nets Secondary road jersey - D4SAA98U5H
Jazz Secondary road jersey - VCBI89FK83
Wizards Secondary road jersey - QV93NLKXQC
East All-Star home jersey - 5654ND43N6
East All-Star away jersey - WOCNW4KL7L
West All-Star home jersey - 993NSKL199
West All-Star away jersey - XX93BVL20U

The Adidas Underground:
Enter 28GQ-ABUS-M5Q7-4U54-6EE2 as a code to unlock Team Adidas, the 3 Stripes 
Arena, and special uniforms
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NCAA Football 08
Best Time To Use Hurdle:
Typically when you go against your rival, a tackler will try and go for your legs. About 
50% of the time you are running with the ball against a rival, hurdle.

Better trophies in Dynasty mode:
When creating your schedule, make sure to add as many ranked teams as possible. Try to 
go against the #1, #2, or #3 ranked team the most.

Boosting GPA in Campus Legend mode:
A good way to boost your GPA is by doing extra studying. Some events like this are 
finishing a project in the library (+.4 GPA), fixing your computer for homework (+.2 
GPA), or just studing when you have free time (+.1 GPA).

Easier prospect drafting in Dynasty mode:
When you first start the season, create a prospect and make sure to make his home state 
where your team is located. Then, talk to him on the phone about where he lives and the 
college being close. Most of the time, you will get a high ranking for that action.

Easy rivalry trophies:
Go to the "Play Now" screen, and select two teams that can play for a rivalry trophy (for 
example, Colorado and Colorado State). Then, go to the stadium and weather options, 
and change the quarter length to one minute. Play the game, but do not switch teams in 
the middle or you will not get the trophy.

Easy wins in Dynasty mode:
Go to the settings, and change the quarter lengths to overtime. If you win the coin toss 
when the game begins, choose to play defense. When you score a touchdown while on 
offense, always go for a two point attempt (unless you only need to kick a field goal to 
win).

Exporting senior to Madden 08 in Campus Legend mode:
When you begin your senior season and already have legend status, you will get the 
option of staying for your senior year or exporting your legend to Madden 08. If you stay, 
you will still be able to export your legend after your senior year.

Faster trophies in Dynasty mode:
Select a highly ranked team with good ratings (for example, USC or Michigan), and enter 
Dynasty mode. Simulate to the end of the season, and simulate all bowl games. You 
should earn two to four trophies depending on how well your team did. Then, save your 
profile, but not your dynasty. Exit Dynasty mode, and repeat as many times as desired.

Hiding endzones:
To make the endzones hidden, start a Play Now mode match. When you reach the field 
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selection screen, set the game length to fifteen minutes, make the weather overcast 
cloudy, precipitation high, and temperature -20 degrees. If done correctly, in the upper 
corner should be a picture of a cloud with heavy snow. Start the game and by the second 
quarter there will be so much snow that the endzone lines and all other white lines will be 
gone.

Hook and Lateral play:
The Hook And Lateral play is in Boise State's offensive playbook under the "Hail Mary" 
section. It is labeled as "Circus".

Jumping the field:
When you are about five yards from the opponent's end zone, select a HB Dive as a play. 
As soon as the HB gets the ball, tap Square. You should now dive over the defenders and 
get a TD.

Max stats in Campus Legend mode:
Create a character with maximum stats. Then, start a new Campus Legend mode. Instead 
of starting from scratch in high school, load your created character.

Using injured players in Dynasty mode:
If you have any injured player(s) on your roster going in to a game, start the game as 
normal. After the kickoff, pause the game and select restart. Once the game has restarted, 
your injured player(s) should be able to play.
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NFL Street 3
All-Star teams:
Defeat the indicated set of teams in Respect the Street mode to unlock the corresponding 
AFC pr NFC All-Star team.

Unlockable - How to Unlock
AFC East Patriots, Jets, Bills, and Dolphins
AFC North Ravens, Bengals, Steelers, and Browns
AFC South Colts, Jaguars, Titans, and Texans
AFC West Chargers, Chiefs, Broncos, and Raiders
NFC East Cowboys, Giants, Eagles, and Redskins
NFC North Bears, Vikings, Packers, and Lions
NFC South Saints, Panthers, Falcons, and Buccaneers
NFC West Seahawks, 49ers, Rams, and Cardinals

NFL Legends:
Defeat the Trio
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NHL 2K7

Easy goals:
Hold Speedburst while on a break away then hold Square for a slap shot. Always take the 
shot at an angle. You will score about 95% of the time.
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NHL 2K8

Unlock RBK Edge Jerseys:
At the RBK Edge password option, enter h3oyxpwksf8ibcgt as a password.

Unlock All Jerseys:
At the 2007-2008 Uniforms password option, enter S6j83RMK01 as a password.
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NASCAR 08

Cheat mode:
Select "EA SPORTS Extras" at the main menu, then "Cheat Codes". Enter one of the 
following case-sensitive codes to activate the corresponding cheat function.

Wal-Mart Exclusive car and track:
Enter WALMART EVERYDAY as a code.

All fantasy drivers:
Enter RACE THE PACK as a code.

All chase cars:
Enter CHECKERED FLAG as a code.

EA Sports Car:
Enter EA SPORTS CAR as a code.

Easy pole position for Daytona and Talladega:
When qualifying for a Daytona or Talladega race, turn off braking assists. This will allow 
your car to reach maximum speed, resulting in a pole position every time. This works in 
all race modes.
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Need for Speed: Carbon
Easier Speedtrap races:
Activate your Blocker/Brawler before the race. While racing and coming up towards a 
speed trap, stop your Blocker/Brawler. Your Blocker/Brawler will stop, crash the other 
car(s), and drastically slow down their time. Remember that the peak Blocker/Brawler 
moment is just before the speed trap.

Easy money:
Once you have completed Career mode, set Samson as your wingman with Neville also 
in your crew. You can repeat any races you have already completed in which a wingman 
is used and recieve $750 for each race completed instead of the $500 without. This can 
also be used on first time races for maximum cash output.

Extra money:
At the title screen, press Down, Up, Left, Down, Right, Up, Square, Triangle to get an 
extra $10,000 in Career mode. If you entered the code correctly, a message will appear.

Infinite crew charge:
At the title screen, press Down, Up(2), Right, Left(2), Right, Square. If you entered the 
code correctly, a message will appear.

Infinite nitrous:
At the title screen, press Left, Up, Left, Down, Left, Down, Right, Square. If you entered 
the code correctly, a message will appear.

Infinite SpeedBreaker:
At the title screen, press Down, Right(2), Left, Right, Up, Down, Square. If you entered 
the code correctly, a message will appear.

Need For Speed Carbon Logo Vinyls:
At the title screen, press Right, Up, Down, Up, Down, Left, Right, Square to unlock the 
Need For Speed Carbon Logo Vinyls. If you entered the code correctly, a message will 
appear.

Need For Speed Carbon Special Logo Vinyls:
At the title screen, press Up(2), Down(4), Up, Square to unlock the Need For Speed 
Carbon Special Logo Vinyls. If you entered the code correctly, a message will appear. 
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Need for Speed: ProStreet

Cheat Codes:
Start or resume a career. From the career menu, select CODE ENTRY. Then select 
SECRET CODE and type any of the following cheat codes and press [ENTER]. Some 
codes may only be used once per career.

Code - Result:
1MA9X99 - Add $2,000 in career mode
W2iOLLO1 - Add $4,000 in career mode
L1iS97A1 - Add $8,000 in career mode
1Mi9K7E1 - Add $10,000 in career mode
CASHMONEY - Add $10,000 in career mode
SAFETYNET - 5 Free Repair Markers
UNLOCKALLTHINGS - Unlock All Bonuses
COLLECTORSED - Free Collector's Edition Upgrade
REGGAME - Add $10,000 in career mode plus Bonus Cars
ZEROZEROZERO - Unlock Coke Zero Volkswagen Golf GTI
ITSABOUTYOU - Unlock Audi TT3.8 Quattro
MITSUBISHIGOFAR - Unlock Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution
WORLDSLONGESTLASTING - Unlock Energizer Lithium Dodge Viper
HORSEPOWER - Unlock K&N bonus vinyl
CASTROLSYNTEC - Unlock Castrol Syntec vinyl
ENERGIZERLITHIUM - Unlock Energizer Lithium vinyl
LEIPZIG - Disable the UNLOCKALLTHINGS code
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Ninja Gaiden Sigma

Bonus missions:
Press Up, Down, Left, Down, Right, Up, Square at the Mission mode screen to unlock 
five bonus missions

Mission mode:
Successfully complete Story mode under the Normal difficulty setting.

Ashtar Ryu costume:
Successfully complete Story mode under the Hard difficulty setting.

Classic Ryuken costume:
Successfully complete Story mode under the Normal difficulty setting.

Ninja Dog mode:
Intentionally die three times.
rywntdl.

Hard mode:
Successfully complete the game under the Normal difficulty setting.

Very Hard mode:
Successfully complete the game under the Hard difficulty setting.

Master Ninja mode:
Successfully complete the game under the Very Hard difficulty setting.
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Pain

Aftermath:
Get at least 1,500,000 points in a single shot in PAINdemonium to play Aftermath (a 
remixed version of PAINdemonium).

Trophies:
Complete the indicated task to unlock the corresponding trophy.

1.5 Mil Pain: Have a Pain Score of at least 1,500,000 points.
2 Mil Points: Score at least 2,000,000 points.
20X Combo: Get a combo bar of 20.
3 Mil Points: Score at least 3,000,000 points.
500k Pain: Have a Pain Score of at least 500,000 points.
500k Points: Score at least 500,000 points.
Blue Hair: Grab the old woman.
Bowling Ball!: Grab the bowling ball.
Cross Town: Travel 2,000 feet in a single launch.
Frequent Flyer: Travel over 200 miles.
Grab Master: Make 1,000 Grabs.
King of the Jungle: Grab a Swinging Girder.
Moon Landing: Reach an altitude of 300,000 feet.
Sick and Twisted: Make 500 Grabs.
Take A Ride: Grab the Train.
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Pirates Of The Caribbean: At World's End

Isla Cruces level: Gold Idol location:
When you get to the waterfall where enemies attack you, defeat them all. Then, walk into 
the waterfall. Behind the waterfall is a secret room with the gold idol.

Unlockable Swords:
The following swords are listed by order of strength. Complete the indicated task to 
unlock the corresponding sword.

Cutlass: Default sword
Dutchman sword: Complete the Pearl Vs Dutchman level.
Norrington sword: Complete the Isla Cruces level.
Bone sword: Complete the Davy Jones' Locker level.
Gun sword: Complete the Sea Battle level.
Pirate King's sword: Complete the Shipwreck City level.
Davy Jones' sword: Complete the Maelstrom level.
Ghost sword: Complete the Hit Combo sub-mission on the Isla Cruces level.
Legend sword: Complete the Hit Combo sub-mission on the Maelstrom level.
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PixelJunk Monsters

Beat Medium Mode:
Mines (5 Gem cost).

Running Ability:
Beat Easy Mode.

Various bonuses:
Complete the indicated level to unlock the corresponding bonus:

* Run ability - Special 1 (Easy).

* Screen hitting lightning - Special 1 (Hard).

* Mines - Special 1 (Medium) Press Square to place a mine at a cost of five gems.
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Pro Evolution Soccer 6

Real stadium equivalents:
Orange Arena: Amsterdam Arena
Red Cauldron: Anfield
Hauptstadion: Berlin Olympic Stadium
Rotterdam Stadion: De Kuip
Estadio Palo: Mestalla
Catalonia Stadium: Nou Camp
Lutecia Park: Park Des Princes
Stockholm Arena: Rasunda
Magpie Park: St. James' Park
Massillia Stadium: Stade Velodrome
Borussia Stadion: Westfalenstadion

Real team equivalents:
West Midlands Village: Aston Villa
Lancashire: Blackburn Rovers
Middlebrook: Bolton Wanderers
South East London Reds: Charlton Athletic
London FC: Chelsea
Merseyside Blue: Everton
West London White: Fulham
Merseyside Red: Liverpool
Man Blue: Manchester City
Teeside: Middlesbrough
Tyneside: Newcastle United
Pompy: Portsmouth
Berkshire Blues: Reading
South Yorkshire: Sheffield United
North East London: Tottenham Hotspur
Hertfordshire: Watford
East London: West Ham United
Lanchashire Athletic: Wigan Athletic
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Rainbow Six Vegas

Third person view:
Press Start to pause game play, then hold L2 and press Square, Circle, Square, Circle, 
L3(2), Triangle, X, Triangle, X, R3(2).

One hit kills:
Press Start to pause game play, then hold L2 and press L3, R3, L3, R3, X, Circle, L3, R3, 
L3, R3, Square, Triangle.

Big head mode:
Press Start to pause game play, then hold L2 and press Circle, Square, X, Triangle, L3, 
Triangle, X, Square, Circle, R3.

Super ragdoll effects:
Press Start to pause game play, then hold L2 and press X(2), Circle(2), Square(2), 
Triangle(2), X, Circle, Square, Triangle.

Laser bullets:
Host an online game. Press Start during game play, then hold L2 and press L3(2), X, 
R3(2), Circle, L3(2), Square, R3(2), Triangle. Bullets from Alpha team/Rainbow will be 
blue lasers, while those from Bravo Team/terrorists will be red lasers.
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Ratchet and Clank Future: Tools Of Destruction
Challenge mode:
Successfully complete the game to unlock Challenge mode. This mode allows weapons 
to be upgraded to level 10, but with more difficult enemies. Additionally, you can buy the 
Golden Groovitron in Challenge mode for 2 million Raritanium.
wyvaew crvay
RYNO IV

Obtain all Holo-plans.
Play in challenge mode and fully upgrade your RYNO IV. You can then purchase the 
RNYO 4Ever from a weapons merchant for 50 million bolts.

Skill Points

Chorus Line: Make eleven enemies dance together.
Promoted to Inspector: Get every gadget.
Cheapskate: Purchase a single Combuster shot.
Disco Inferno: Use the Groovitron followed by the Pyro Blaster.
Golden Children: Get all Gold Bolts.
Bolts in the Bank: Sell 20 Leviathan Souls to the Smuggler.
Happy Feat: Get nine penguins dancing on screen.
It's like the South Pole Here: Turn at least fifteen enemies or citizens into penguins at one 
time.

Planet Cobalia

Smashing Good Time: Destroy all crates and consumer robots on port and gel factory.
I Should Have Gone Down in a Barrel: Jump into each of the two Gelatonium waterfalls 
in the Cobalia Gelatonium plant.
Giant Hunter: Kill all Basilisk Leviathans in the Cobalia wilderness.

Planet Kortog

We Don't Need No Stinkin' Bridges!: Cross the Tripad sequence using gel cube bounces. 
Note: You do not need to use the gel cubes; you just have to cross the area without 
activating the bridge.

Voron Asteroid Belt

Minesweeper: Clear out ten to fifteen mines.
Whats that, R2?: Barrel roll ten times.

Planet Mukow
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One Heckuva Peephole: Use the Geo-Laser to blast through the wall. Follow the path you 
took to get to the arena the first time. Eventually Clank will begin to sense the laser area.

Nundac Asteroid Ring

Alphabet City: Teleport to each of the Siz asteroids in alphabetical order.
Dancin' with the Stars: Make five enemies dance at once on an asteroid (Upper part of 
Beta).

Planet Ardolis

Preemptive Strike: Destroy five of the Thwogs while they are sleeping.

Rakar Star Cluster

I've Got Places to Be: Destroy Iron Crotch Caruso in under 2:30.
Pretty Lights: Do not destroy any Snatchers.

Rykan V

Untouchable: Do not take damage in the Gyro-Cycle.
The Consumer is Not (Always) Right: Destroy eighteen consumer robots.

Planet Sargasso

It Sounded Like a Freight Train: Get eleven Anthropods in one tornado.
Extinction: Kill all the Sargasso Grunthors (Leviathans).
Head Examiner: Land on all of the Troglosaur heads.

Planet Viceron

Seared Ahi: Use the Pyro Blaster on three Drophyds after freeing them from their robotic 
suits.
Dancing on the Ceiling: Successfully use the Groovitron on a Gravity Ramp.

Verdigris Black Hole

Can't Touch This: Do not take damage before fighting Greasepalms McGee.

Planet Jasindu

Fire With Fire: Kill two Kerchu Pyroguards with the Pyro Blaster.
Ublik Passage

Six Gun Salute: Get six pirates in a row to salute Ratchet while wearing the Holo-Pirate 
disguise
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Resistance: Fall of Man

Bonus weapons:
Successfully complete the game on the Medium difficulty setting to unlock the Reaper 
and Splitter. The Reaper is found near the beginning of the first level when you start a 
new game. The Splitter fires a salvo of large rockets. The secondary fire splits each 
rocket into a wall of mini-rockets. It is similar to the R.Y.N.O. from the original Ratchet 
And Clank.

Multiplayer Soldier Load out Pieces

Go to multiplayer, then online multiplayer. Go to soldier load out and press start to open 
the password screen.

8cba 3462 6595 14d4- Cloven Bandana

d708 6b08 0f1c b5f6- Cloven Bearded Head

fa3e f1f4 61e1 f6e0- Cloven Helmet

a7f6 6e7c 05ec 1728- Cloven Helmet w/ Bandana

a8f4 d189 68f8 559e- Cloven Skin

York:
Supersonic Meat Cubes: Kill 3 Leapers with a Frag grenade.
Homing Beacons: Kill 4 Hybrids with the Bullseye.
Run over 10 enemies with the tank.

Grimsby:
Don't Worry, Insurance Has It Covered: Destroy 3 or more black boxes.
20th Sentry: Unknown
Personal Space Bubble: Unknown

Manchester:
Lightfoot: Take no damage from the mines.
This is My Rifle, This is My Gun: Kill the Stalker in Manchester Traffic Circle using 
only the M5A2.
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Ridge Racer 7
Unlockable: 10 and 20% Discount and Special Age Machine 
You must collect 100 Manufacturer Points from Age.

Unlockable: SS Canceler
Acquire 100 Points all exterior parts manufacturers.

Unlockable: Down Force Control System
You must acquire 100 Points with Bosconian.

Hint - Defeat Crinale Easily
Use the following car and parts to beat the Crinale: 

Soldat Raggio - Machine Class 1 

Engine - Druaga 
Nitrous - General Resource - Normal Charge 
Tires/Suspension - Astaroth - Grip + 2 

Plug in - Slipstream Booster (unlocked by getting 100Manufacturer points from Dig Dug) 

Even with these settings, beating the Crinale can be extremly difficult unless you master 
the ultimate charge technique. Learn where he uses his Nitrous, dont worry about what 
level of charge it is. You should be fine with 1 until the end. 

Coming around the final few corners, hit it with a double Nitro or triple Nitro boost 
depending on how many tanks you have filled. Get around him, and you've got him. I 
finished him off in about 3 tries with these settings. Good luck! 

Hint - Defeat Crinale (ver #2)
You can defeat the Crinale with just about any car and settings. However, the only really 
critical setting is the nitrous. It must be set on General Resources Auto-charge. After this, 
it is a matter of patience. 
Since he will stop a few feet away from the finish line to wait until you round the last 
corner, I stopped as soon as I finished my second lap to wait for him at the finish line. 
When he stopped, I crept up to him nose to nose and slowly forced him back and to the 
INSIDE lane. 
DO NOT use nitrous to hurry this process up, as he will slide past you and finish the race 
anyway. You have about 6 minutes to push him as far back as possible, hopefully at least 
7 to 8 car lengths past the stripe of light that crosses the track. This may take several tries 
as you may slide around him, but keep doing this as he will not move back to his 
previous position. 
Once the "Time Left to Finish" pops up, turn around and run the last lap. After you pass 
the second to last corner, hit Triple Nitrous and you will be up to full speed when you 
round the last corner and he will not be able to react fast enough to beat you to the finish 
line. I beat him the first time I did this. 
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Rock Band

Unlock All Songs:
When Press Start appears, quickly play the following on the drums: Yellow, Red, Blue, 
Yellow, Yellow, Blue, Blue, Yellow, Red, Blue.
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Rock Band: Special Edition

All songs:
Quickly press Red, Yellow, Blue, Red(2), Blue(2), Red, Yellow, Blue at the title screen 
when "Press Start" appears. Enabling this code will disable game saves.

Gold Drum Kit:
Complete Solo Tour mode on drums.

Gold Fender American Deluxe Stratocaster HSS guitar:
Complete Solo Tour mode on guitar.

Gold Fender Bass:
Complete Solo Tour mode on bass.

Golden microphone:
Get 1 million points on the microphone.

Silver Drum Kit:
Complete the Bonus Tour on Solo Tour mode on drums.

Silver Fender American Deluxe Stratocaster HSS guitar:
Complete the Bonus Tour on Solo Tour mode on guitar.

Silver Fender Bass:
Complete the Bonus Tour on Solo Tour mode on bass.

Silver Microphone:
Complete the Bonus Tour on Solo Tour mode on vocals.

Transparent Drum Kit:
Reach "Hall Of Fame" status on drums.

Transparent Fender American Deluxe Stratocaster HSS:
Reach "Hall Of Fame" status on guitar.

Transparent Fender Bass:
Reach "Hall Of Fame" status on bass.

Transparent Microphone:
Reach "Hall Of Fame" status on vocal
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Sega Rally

Lake Side track:
Reach the Final Master Series. Then, enter the Sega Rally Final. The Lake Side track is 
the last course in the four races. It will now also be unlocked in Quick Race and Time 
Attack modes.
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The Simpsons Game
Cheat mode:
Enter one of the following codes at the main menu to activate the corresponding cheat 
function. Bart will laugh to confirm correct code entry. Note: Costumes and trophies will 
only be unlocked for the current game session.
Barts's costumes and trophies:
Press Right, Left, Square, Square, Triangle, R3 at the main menu.
Homer's costumes and trophies:
Press Left, Right, Triangle, Triangle, Square, L3 at the main menu.
Lisa's costumes and trophies:
Press Square, Triangle, Square, Square, Square, Triangle, L3, at the main menu.
Marge's costumes and trophies:
Press Triangle, Square, Triangle, Triangle, Square, R3 at the main menu
Unlockables: Cliché
1. Double Jump (found in The Land of Chocolate)
2. Wooden Crate (found in Bartman Begins)
3. Pressure Pads (found in Bartman Begins)
4. Temporary Power Up (found in Around the World in 80 Bites)
5. Combo Punch (found in Around the World in 80 Bites)
6. Giant Saw Blades (found in Lisa the Tree Hugger)
7. Explosive Barrel (found in List the Tree Hugger)
8. Invisible Barrier (found in Mob Rules)
9. Cracked Up (found in Mob Rules)
10. Rift Portal (found in Enter the Cheatrix)
11. Switches and Levers (found in Enter the Cheatrix)
12. Collectible Placement (found in Invasion of the Yokel-Snatchers)
13. Obvious Weakness (found in Shadow of the Colossal Donut)
14. Can't Swim (found in The Day of the Dolphin)
15. Chasm Death (found in Bargain Bin)
16. Time Trial (found in Bargain Bin)
17. Lame Tutorials (found in Game Engine)
18. Trampolines (found in Medal of Homer)
19. Escort Mission (found in Medal of Homer)
20. Enemy Spawners (found in NeverQuest)
21. Infinte Ledge Hang (found in Grand Theft Scratchy)
22. Lava (found in Big Super Happy Fun Fun Game)
23. Flying Boat (found in Big Super Happy Fun Fun Game)
24. Elemental Enemies (found in Big Super Happy Fun Fun Game)
25. Key Card (found in Game Engine)
26. Evil Genius (found in Five Characters in Search of an Author)
27. Re-Used Enemies (found in Game Over)
28. AI Running into Walls (found in Springfield)
29. Steep Slope Barrier(found in Springfield)
30. The Doors (found in Springfield)
31. Collecting Every Cliché
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Skate

Christ Air:
Do a Backwards Grab then press Circle.

Coffin:
Do a Double Grab then press Circle.

Dem Bones:
You can unlock a hidden character called Dem Bones by breaking each bone in your 
current character's body three times. Check the injury log to peek at your progress.

Frontflip:
Grab and move the Left Analog-stick Down or Up.

Rocket Air:
Hold L2 + R2 + Right Analog-stick Down.
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Soldier Of Fortune: Payback

ACR-2 sniper rifle:
Select "Single Player" at the main menu. Select the "Start New Game" option, then press 
Up(2), Down, Left, Right(2), Down at the difficulty selection menu.
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Sonic Riders: Zero Gravity
Unlockables

Characters:
Complete the following storylines to obtain the following characters.
Amigo: Complete all missions in Story mode.
Billy: Complete all missions in Story mode.
Blaze: Complete Babylon Story.
Cream The Rabbit: Complete Hero Story.
Eggman: Complete Babylon Story.
NiGHTS: Complete all missions in Story mode.
Rouge The Bat: Complete Hero Story.
SCR-GP: Complete Babylon Story.
SCR-HD: Defeat SCR-HD during a Free Race.
Shadow The Hedgehog: Complete Hero Story.
Silver: Complete Babylon Story.

Gear:
Complete the indicated task to unlock the corresponding gear.

Angel/Devil gear: Complete Hero Story.
Chaos Emerald gear: Earn an "Extreme" rank on all missions in Story mode.
MAG gear: Complete all missions in Story mode.

Movies:
Complete the indicated task to unlock the corresponding movie.
Ending: Complete Babylon Story.
Insert: Complete Babylon Story.
Opening: Start Hero Story.

Tracks:
Complete the indicated task to unlock the corresponding track.
80s Boulevard: Complete Babylon Story.
90s Boulevard: Complete Babylon Story.

Mission mode:
Successfully complete Babylon Story or Hero Story. When that storyline is played again, 
you can choose any stage and play in Mission mode.

World Grand Prix mode:
Successfully complete Hero Story.

Easy rings:
Enter Mission mode and select Mission 2, "Collect 'X' Rings" on any of the tracks. 
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During this mission you are not limited to a set number of rings that you can collect. 
Collect as many rings as possible before reaching the goal, then wait for the results screen 
to appear. Once the results finish displaying, all the rings you have collected will be 
automatically sent to your ring account (although the game will not show you this). Pause 
game play and select "Restart" to begin the mission again. Keep repeating the process. If 
you can get at least 250 rings per try, you should have collected enough rings to purchase 
even the Rainbow gear within an hour or two.

The Gambler gear at the shop has an interesting secret. If you have bought it and take it 
on a World Grand Prix, you can earn 500 rings per race. If you finish in first place in the 
Grand Prix on top of that, you will get a total of 3,500 rings. Just three Grand Prixes will 
give you enough rings to buy the rainbow in exactly one hour. Note: You must know 
your courses well though, because the Gambler cannot take type shortcuts.
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Sonic the Hedgehog

Completion bonuses:
Get a 100% completion for Sonic, Shadow, or Silver's story to unlock the Audio and 
Theater room under the Extras menu.

Play as Shadow:
Successfully complete Crisis City with Sonic to unlock Shadow's story.

Play as Silver:
Successfully complete the Silver The Hedgehog Boss battle with Sonic to unlock Silver's 
story
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Spider-Man 3

Defeating Michael:
When you are trying to open the boarded up windows, if you are far away from him he 
will do a long jump towards you. Then it takes him a few seconds to recover to attack. 
Before he jumps, do not stand in the yellow circles. Instead, stand next to the wall 
opposite the windows. He will now jump to there, recover, etc. While he is recovering, 
pull down the boards. When he jumps into the light, attack him. Keep doing this until his 
and his wife's life runs out to complete the level.

Easy kills:
When an enemy is running away from you, press Circle. You will stun their eye and 
make it easier to kill them. 

Token collection:
While swinging through the city you might hear a chime. This indicates that you are close 
to a token.

Web swinging upgrades:
You can earn upgrades for this ability by using it a lot.
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Splinter Cell: Double Agent
Elite mode:
Successfully complete Solo mode.

Hint: Bonus skin:
Reach the indicated rank to unlock the corresponding skin:

Spy second skin: "Recruit" rank.
Spy third skin: "Special Agent" rank.
Uspilon Forces second skin: "Field Agent" rank.
Uspilon Forces third skin: "Commander" rank. 

Alternate endings:
Complete the indicated task during the final mission to see the corresponding ending after 
the bomb is disarmed.

Ending A (Good): Have NSA trust above 33% and save at least two of the three targets 
(cruise ship, Hisham, and Lambert). 

Ending B (Normal): Have NSA trust below 33%, and save the cruise ship, Hisham, and 
Lambert. Alternately, allow two of the targets be destroyed but have NSA trust above 
33%. 

Ending C (Bad): Destroy all three targets. Alternately, destroy two targets and have NSA 
trust below 33%.

Kinshasa: Extended level
At the end of the ninth mission, Kinshasa, when you have a sniper to shoot Hamza 
Hishima do not shoot him. If you do you will complete the mission. If you do not, the 
crane you are on will fall down. Then Emile will yell at Sam for missing Hishima. Sam 
angrily turns off his radio and the level in now extended for several minutes.

Kinshasa: Secret tool
At the beginning of the mission you must go up a elevator. You will then get a 
checkpoint. When you enter this room, take out the guards. Make sure you are not 
wearing your sunglasses. When you walk in the next, big, room, the sun should be 
shining in your eyes. Flip your glasses down and you can see guards shooting out the 
windows you were looking at. Go to the right as soon as you walk in. Try not to draw too 
much attention. If you keep going to the right you will hit a window. An icon should 
appear at the bottom of the screen, indicating that you can use something. Press X and 
Sam will get out a small black tool, clip it on the window, whiz it around, then pull off a 
small circle that he has cut from the window. If you push forward on the window, Sam 
will put his legs through and squeeze through the hole so that he is now outside
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Stranglehold

Defeating Wong and Dapang:
Use the following trick to defeat Wong and Dapang under the Hard and Hard Boiled 
difficulty settings. As soon as the checkpoint occurs (DaPang jumps down to you), run 
straight ahead and shoot the bottom right of the dragon statue. Almost always the statue 
will fall, killing Dapang instantly. You now have to be quick at this stage, especially on 
the higher levels. As soon as DaPang is dead you will have a few seconds to pick up the 
two paper cranes which fell after you destroyed the statue. Now at least five or six men 
will appear and run directly at you. Dodge them as best you can and make your way to 
the golden guns to the left of the statue podium. Trade in your weaker guns. You will 
now have 32 golden bullets. You will most likely have a shotgun. If you do not, grab one. 
Make your way to the far left or right. Take cover behind a pillar and wait for the 
remaining enemies to come after you. When they get within a few feet of you, press Left 
or Right, Tequila time will start. Kill them with one shot. Usually there is one remaining 
enemy that shoots at you from a distance. Ignore him. If you kill him, more enemies will 
appear. By now you should have or almost have a barrage bomb. Run upstairs and pick 
up a health pack if needed. As soon as you reach the top, Wong will start shooting, so 
you must be quick. Turn on Precision Aim. It is far stronger now that you have golden 
guns. Wong is weak against Precision Aim. Make sure you hit his head for maximum 
damage. While he is stunned, grab the paper cranes to the far left and right. Wong 
recovers quickly. Use Precison Aim every time you get a paper crane. There are two 
more paper cranes on the chandeliers. Swing on them to get them, but only do so after 
successfully hitting Wong. After you have hit Wong as much as you can with Precision 
Aim, he will still be alive, but have very little life. Turn on Tequila time and fire your 
golden guns. He should die in seconds. If you are skilled at throwing grenades, use them. 
However, they are slow and will leave you vulnerable.

Extra ammunition:
If you run out ammunition but have enough Tequila Bomb for the "Precision Aim", aim 
at someone and shoot. This will create 20 to 30 more rounds for the handgun. Always try 
to have a enough Tequila Bomb for "Precision Aim" in the event you run out of ammo.

Secret theater:
On the first level, after the second checkpoint when you are walking in the door take a 
right. You will see a damaged door. Shoot it and walk through the corridors. You will 
end up at a secret theater that shows two previews of games, The Wheelman and 
Blacksite Area 51. There is also a golden pistol, a paper crane, and a shotgun in the 
theater.
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Stranglehold- Demo Version

Demo version: Hard difficulty
Successfully complete the demo under the Easy difficulty setting.

Demo version: Barrage bomb
Successfully complete the demo under the Easy difficulty setting.

Demo version: Hard Boiled difficulty
Successfully complete the demo under the Hard difficulty setting.

Demo version: Last Tequila bomb
Successfully complete the demo under the Hard difficulty setting.
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Stuntman Ignition
All bonuses:
Enter KUNGFOOPETE to unlock all bonuses.

MVX Spartan:
Enter FASTRIDE as a code.

All vehicles:
Enter RANDARLUV as a code.

Nitro Addiction:
Enter THEDUKE as a code. Press L1 for Nitro Addiction.

Ice Wheels:
Enter ICEAGE as a code.

Freaky Fast:
Enter SLINGPOO as a code.

Untouchable:
Enter IMATREX as a code.

Slow-Mo Cool and Thrill Cam:
Enter HOLLYWOOD as a code.

Faster game speed:
Enter OVERCRANK as a code. The directors voice will get higher and your car will go 
faster. Note: Try it for the third level on the movie (Never Kill Me Again). When you are 
at the end and break through the cave with the nitrous and ice blocks, they will fall fast.

Vision Switcher:
Enter WEAREFROZEN as a code.

Additional props and tools for Stunt Creator:
Enter COOLPROP as a code to unlock the landmine and explosive ramp props.

Track arena and Ice arena in Construction mode:
Enter STEELEJUSTIN as a code.

All items in Construction mode:
Enter NOBLEMAN as a code.

Graphics modes:
Enter GFXMODES as a code. Press L3 to access the "Dream", "RC Car", "Puke Cam", 
"All Combined", and "Normal" graphics mode options.
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Surf's Up
Cheat mode:
Select the "Extras" option at the main menu, then select "Cheat Codes". Enter one of the 
following codes to activate the corresponding cheat function.
Play as Arnold:
Enter TINYBUTSTRONG as a code.

Alternately, score over 30,000 points in Shiverpool 2.

Play as Elliot:
Enter SURPRISEGUEST as a code.

Alternately, score over 40,000 points in Pen Gu North 3.

Play as Geek:
Enter SLOWANDSTEADY as a code.

Alternately, score over 60,000 points in Pen Gu South 4.

Play as Tank Evans:
Enter IMTHEBEST as a code.

Alternately, score over 40,000 points in the Boneyards.

Play as Tatsuhi Kobayashi:
Enter KOBAYASHI as a code.

Alternately, score over 15,000 points in Pen Gu South 2.

Play as Zeke Topanga:
Enter THELEGEND as a code.

All Leaf Sliding locations unlocked:
Enter GOINGDOWN as a code.

Customizations for all characters:
Enter TOPFASHION as a code.

giamu l, e, b mtdeisttwtna ciabeurm.

Tiny Shockwave board:
Enter TINYSHOCKWAVE as a code.
Bulldog Bryan.
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Monsoon board:
Enter MONSOON as a code.
Bulldog Bryan.

Astral board:
Enter ASTRAL as a code.
Bulldog Bryan.

All multi-player levels:
Enter MULTIPASS as a code.
Bulldog Bryan.

Unknown:
Enter THEARTIST as a code.
Please submit any information regarding this code.

Play as Big Z:
Score over 100,000 points in Legendary Wave.

Back Accessories:
Get over 30,000 points in Shiverpool 1.

Wrist Accessories:
Get over 40,000 points in Pen Gu South 3.
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Tekken 5: Dark Resurrection

Unlock: Panda
You have to select Kuma. Enter CIRCLE

Unlock Jinpachi:
You must finish arcade mode. 

Unlock: Tekken 5 Stages
You must complete arcade mode 3 times

Fight as Yoshimitsu's alternate forms:
Choose Yoshimitsu at the selection screen with X or Circle for normal form, Square for 
dark ninja form, or Triangle for purple skinned ninja form.
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The BIGS

Easy home runs:
When you can get bat graphics, select the flame bat. Then, try to get your power ratings 
to the maximum to automatically hit home runs.

Easy points:
When you and your opponent fill up your point bar, wait until your opponent uses Power 
Blast. Then, strike the batter out with Big Heat and you will get 100,000 points for a Big 
Strike Out. You must do this a few times.

Good rookie:
Create a rookie and enter "HOT DOG" as a name. He will automatically have good stats.

Recommended players:
In the Rookie Challenge, you have the opportunity of stealing ten players. Take 
outfielders first because if somebody gets a hold of a hanging curve you want speed; 
glove; and if someone is in scoring position, a good arm. These are two groups of 
outfielders that have those attributes. These outfielders should improve your win 
percentage and increase your number of shutouts and no hitters for experienced players.

American League

Carl Crawford
Vlad Guerrero
Torri Hunter
Alex Rios
Vernon Wells
National League

Andruw Jones
Carlos Lee
Jason Bay
Carlos Beltran
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The Darkness

2K Darkling:
To unlock a secret Darkling go to any pay phone in the subway and dial 555-4263 (555-
GAME). You will hear a message to confirm correct code entry.

Golfer Darkling:
Dial 555-5664. You will hear a message to confirm correct code entry.

Secret phone numbers:
Phone secret 0: 555-6118
Phone secret 1: 555-1847
Phone secret 2: 555-6667
Phone secret 3: 555-4569
Phone secret 4: 555-9985
Phone secret 5: 555-1037
Phone secret 6: 555-1206
Phone secret 7: 555-9528
Phone secret 8: 555-3285
Phone secret 9: 555-5723
Phone secret 10: 555-8024
Phone secret 11: 555-6322
Phone secret 12: 555-9132
Phone secret 13: 555-6893
Phone secret 14: 555-2402
Phone secret 15: 555-6557
Phone secret 16: 555-2309
Phone secret 17: 555-4372
Phone secret 18: 555-9723
Phone secret 19: 555-5289
Phone secret 20: 555-6205
Phone secret 21: 555-7658
Phone secret 22: 555-1233
Phone secret 23: 555-3947
Phone secret 24: 555-9562
Phone secret 25: 555-7934
Phone secret 26: 555-7892
Phone secret 27: 555-8930
Phone secret 28: 555-3243
Phone secret 29: 555-3840
Phone secret 30: 555-2349
Phone secret 31: 555-6325
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Phone secret 32: 555-4565
Phone secret 33: 555-9898
Phone secret 34: 555-7613
Phone secret 35: 555-6969

Collectible phone numbers:
New York 1 Canal 1: 555-2941
New York 1 Cemetery 1: 555-5465
New York 1 Chinatown 1: 555-8989
New York 1 Chinatown 2: 555-7526
New York 1 Chinatown 3: 555-3318
New York 1 Chinatown 4: 555-5709
New York 1 Chinatown 5: 555-3440
New York 1 Consite 1: 555-9345
New York 1 Consite 2: 555-1093
New York 1 Fulton 1: 555-4525
New York 1 Fulton 2: 555-5211
New York 1 Fulton 3: 555-9903
New York 1 Grinder 1: 555-9868
New York 1 Grinder 2: 555-7642
New York 1 Grinder 3: 555-4649
New York 1 Grinder 4: 555-8416
New York 1 Hunters Point 1: 555-3429
New York 1 Hunters Point 2: 555-3520
New York 1 Hunters Point 3: 555-2734
New York 1 Hunters Point 4: 555-3492
New York 1 Hunters Point 5: 555-4682
New York 1 Hunters Point 6: 555-5438
New York 1 Lower East 1: 555-7710
New York 1 Lower East 2: 555-1266
New York 1 Lower East 3: 555-5311
New York 1 Lower East 4: 555-9588
New York 1 Lower East 5: 555-6441
New York 1 Orphanage 1: 555-1234
New York 1 Orphanage 2: 555-7643
New York 1 Orphanage 3: 555-8881
New York 1 Orphanage 4: 555-5569
Side New York 1 Pulanski: 555-6454
Side New York 1 Cutrone: 555-1229
Side New York 1 Hadel: 555-5549
Side New York 1 Chen: 555-8856
Side New York 1 Warburton: 555-8766
New York 2 Canal 1: 555-2763
New York 2 Canal 2: 555-5619
New York 2 City Hall 1: 555-3849
New York 2 City Hall 2: 555-5466
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New York 2 City Hall 3: 555-3794
New York 2 City Hall 4: 555-6799
New York 2 Turkish 1: 555-3791
New York 2 Turkish 2: 555-3452
New York 2 Turkish 3: 555-2575
New York 2 Turkish 4: 555-4676
New York 2 Gunhill 1: 555-5477
New York 2 Gunhill 2: 555-9913
New York 2 Gunhill 3: 555-5197
New York 2 Gunhill 4: 555-4691
New York 2 Lower East 1: 555-8164
Side New York 2 Cups: 555-6713
Side New York 2 Willis: 555-3249
Side New York 2 Mortarello: 555-5327
Side New York 2 Deval: 555-5595
Side New York 2 Hadel: 555-4336
New York 3 Canal 1: 555-6418
New York 3 Grinder 1: 555-7614
New York 3 Pier 1: 555-3496
New York 3 Pier 2: 555-2764
New York 3 Pier 3: 555-1917
New York 3 Pier 4: 555-4603
New York 3 Pier 5: 555-8896
New York 3 Mansion 2 : 555-6503
New York 3 Lower East 1: 555-1952
Side New York 3 Scardina: 555-4463
Side New York 3 Blackmoore: 555-5439
Side New York 3 Terrone: 555-7641
Other World 2 HQ 1: 555-7761
Other World 2 HQ 2: 555-1228
Other World 2 HQ 3: 555-6892
Other World 2 HQ 4: 555-3495
Side Other World 2 Guns: 555-7467

Answering machine phone numbers:
Sarah: 555-6402
SBZ: 555-8672
Phone retailer: 555-5664
Butcher: 555-7373
Paulie: 555-7735
Jenny: 555-2284
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The Godfather: Blackhand Edition

$5,000:
When paused, enter these codes: Square, Triangle, Square, Square, Triangle, L3. Only 
available every 5 minutes.

Full Ammo:
When paused, enter these codes: Triangle, Left, Triangle, Right, Square, R3. Only 
available every 5 minutes.

Full Health:
When paused, enter these codes: Left, Square, Right, Triangle, Right, L3. Only available 
every 5 minutes
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Tiger Woods PGA Tour 07

All players in team play:
Enter GAMEFACE as a password to unlock all players in team play. 

Adidas sponsorship:
Enter THREE STRIPES as a password. 

Bridgestone sponsorship:
Enter SHOJIRO as a password. 

Cobra sponsorship:
Enter SNAKEKING as a password. 

Grafalloye sponsorship:
Enter JUST SHAFTS as a password. 

Level 3 EA Sports sponsorship:
Enter INTHEGAME as a password. 

Macgergor sponsorship:
Enter MACTEC as a password. 

Mizuno sponsorship:
Enter RIHACHINRZO as a password. 

Nike sponsorship:
Enter JUSTDOIT as a password. 

Oakley sponsorship:
Enter JANNARD as a password. 

PGA Tour sponsorship:
Enter LIGHTNING as a password. 

Ping sponsorship:
Enter SOLHEIM as a password. 

Precept sponsorship:
Enter GUYS ARE GOOD as a password. 

Taylormade sponsorship:
Enter MR ADAMS as a password. 
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Big head crowd:
Enter TENGALLONHAT as a password. 

EA Black Series clubs:
Successfully complete the game with a 100% to unlock the EA Black Series Clubs. 

Bigfoot in Sahalee:
At the 17th green at Sahalee, you can see Bigfoot hiding behind a tree.
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Tiger Woods PGA Tour 08

Cheat Mode:
At the options screen, choose the "Password" selection. Then, enter one of the following 
passwords to unlock the corresponding cheat function.

Password - Effect:
THREESTRIPES - Adidas Sponsership
GAMEFACE - All Golfers
TENGALLONHAT - Big Head Crowd
SHOJIRO - Bridgestone Sponsership
SNAKEKING - Cobra Sponsership
JUSTSHAFTS - Grafalloye Sponsorship
INTHEGAME - Level 3 EA Sports Sponsorship
MACTEC - Macgergor Sponsorship
RIHACHINRZO - Mizuno Sponsorship
JUSTDOIT - Nike Sponsorship
JANNARD - Oakley Sponsorship
LIGHTNING - PGA Tour Sponsership
SOLHEIM - Ping Sponsership
GUYSAREGOOD - Precept Sponsorship
MRADAMS - Taylormade Sponsership

Note: Not all items are unlocked with these codes; some items must be unlocked 
manually.
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Time Crisis 4

Crisis Zone Shield:
Clear the Complete Story mode with Captain Rush and those two V.S.S.E. guys to unlock 
the Crisis Zone shield as an in-game cheat for Complete Story mode.

To use the shield, you rotate the Guncon 3 90 degress clockwise or counter-clockwise. 
When you right the Guncon 3 (0 degress), the shield will be put away.

Unlimited Continues:
To unlock unlimited continues, beat Arcade Mode one time.

Unlimited Pistol Ammo:
To unlock unlimited ammunition for your pistol, beat Arcade Mode one time.

Unlimited Ammunition:
To unlock unlimited ammunition for all weapons, beat Arcade Mode two times.

Crisis Missions:
To unlock the Crisis Missions, beat Arcade Mode one time.

More Credits:
To gain more credits for continues, fail while playing Arcade Mode. Each failure will 
increase your possible credits by one, for up to a total of nine credits.

Music Player:
Successfully complete the Crisis missions.

Alternate title screens:
Successfully complete Arcade mode to unlock a title screen featuring Giorgio and Evan.

Successfully complete the Crisis missions to unlock a title screen featuring Elizabeth 
Conway with a gun.

Successfully complete the Complete missions to unlock a title screen featuring Captain 
Rush.
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Timeshift

Infinite Time

Press Start, then press L1, R1, L2, R2, Triangle, Triangle.
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Tom Clancy's Rainbow Six Vegas 2 

Unlock TAR-21 Assault Rifle Early
Cheat code: At the title screen hold R1 and press Down, Down, Up, Up, Square, Circle, 
Square, Circle, Triangle, Up, Up, Triangle.
Note: This unlocks the TAR-21 Assault Rifle right from the start, although it is unlocked 
early on in the game anyhow (Marksman Level 4). 

Unlock Comcast Event Multiplayer Map
Cheat code: Comcast Faster
Note: This code is entered as a password under the Extras, Comcast Gift area of the 
game's menu.
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Tony Hawk's Project 8

All decks:
Enter needaride as a code to unlock and own all decks except the Inkblot and Gamestop.

All specials in shop:
Enter yougotitall as a code to unlock and own all specials in the shop. Note: This does not 
include decks or pro tricks.

Easy Stokens in Downtown:
Stall on a car that is moving and ride it all through town, then jump off when you are 
about to fall and you will get a lot of Stokens. Do not stall on the front of the car because 
it will stop.

Inkblot deck:
Enter birdhouse as a code to unlock the Inkblot deck.

Play as Anchorman:
Enter newshound as a code to unlock the Anchorman in Free Skate mode.

Play as Big Realtor:
Enter shescaresme as a code to unlock the Big Realtor in Free Skate mode.

Play as Christian Hosoi:
Enter hohohosoi as a code to unlock Christian Hosoi in Free Skate mode.

Play as Colonel and Security Guard:
Enter militarymen as a code to unlock the Colonel and Security Guard in Free Skate 
mode.

Play as Dad and Skater Jam Kid:
Enter strangefellows as a code to unlock the Dad and Skater Jam Kid in Free Skate mode.

Play as Grim Reaper:
Enter enterandwin as a code to unlock the Grim Reaper in Free Skate mode (two players 
only).

Play as Jason Lee:
Enter notmono as a code to unlock Jason Lee in Free Skate mode.

Play as Kevin Staab:
Enter mixitup as a code to unlock Kevin Staab in Free Skate mode.

Play as Mascot:
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Enter manineedadate as a code to unlock the Mascot in Free Skate mode.

Play as Nerd:
Enter wearelosers as a code to unlock the Nerd in Free Skate mode.

Play as Photography Girl and Filmer:
Enter themedia as a code to unlock the Photography Girl and Filmer in Free Skate mode.

Play as Skinny Real Estate Agent:
Enter sellsellsell as a code to unlock the Skinny Real Estate Agent in Free Skate mode.

Play as Travis Barker:
Enter plus44 as a code to unlock Travis Barker in Free Skate mode.

Play as Twin:
Enter badverybad as a code to unlock Twin in Free Skate mode.

Play as Zombie:
Enter suckstobedead as a code to unlock Zombie in Free Skate mode.

Shaba collector's deck:
Successfully complete the ten Classic mode objectives in the Downhill bonus level to get 
a Sick rank. If done correctly, the message Sponsor Gear Unlocked will appear. You can 
now get the Shaba collector's deck for free from the deck list in the skateshop.

Videos
Successfully complete the indicated task to unlock the corresponding video:

All Pros Behind The Scenes: Successfully complete each Pro Challenge one at a time.
All Pros Day In The Life: Obtained from Jason Lee once each time.
Bam Margera Pro Footage: Successfully complete the Bam Margera Pro Challenge.
Bob Burnquist Pro Footage: Successfully complete the Bob Burnquist Pro Challenge.
Daewon Song Pro Footage: Successfully complete the Daewon Song Pro Challenge.
Dustin Dollin Pro Footage: Successfully complete the Dustion Dollin and Stevie Willams 
Pro Challenge.
Lyn-Z Adams Hawkings Pro Footage: Successfully complete the Lyn-Z and Nyjah Pro 
Challenge.
Mike V Pro Footage: Successfully complete the Mike V Pro Challenge.
Nyjah Huston Pro Footage: Successfully complete the Lyn-Z and Nyjah Pro Challenge.
Paul Rodriguez Pro Footage: Successfully complete the Paul Rodriguez Pro Challenge.
Pro Bails 1: Successfully complete the Tony Hawk Pro Challenge.
Rodney Mullen Pro Footage: Successfully complete the Rodney Mullen Pro Challenge.
Ryan Scheckler Pro Footage: Successfully complete the Ryan Scheckler Pro Challenge.
Stevie Willams Pro Footage: Successfully complete the Dustion Dollin and Stevie 
Willams Pro Challenge
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Tony Hawk's Proving Ground

Cheat mode:
Select "Options" at the main menu, then enter one of the following case-sensitive codes 
at the cheats option to activate the corresponding cheat function. Using some codes will 
disable your listing in the online leaderboards.

Perfect Manual:
Enter STILLAINTFALLIN as a code.

Perfect Rail:
Enter AintFallin as a code.

Super Check:
Enter Booyah as a code.

Unlimited Focus:
Enter Myopic as a code.

Unlimited Slash Grind:
Enter SUPERSLASHIN as a code.

100% Branch Completion:
Enter FOREVERNAILED as a code.

No Bails:
Enter AINTFALLIN as a code.

Invisible man:
Enter TheMissing as a code. Note: This code cannot be used with the video editor.

Mini skater:
Enter TinyTater as a code. Note: This code cannot be used with the video editor.

No Board:
Enter MagicMan as a code. Note: This code cannot be used with the video editor.

FDR level:
Enter ThePrezPark as a code.

Lansdowne level:
Enter THELOCALPARK as a code.

Air And Space Museum level:
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Enter TheIndoorPark as a code.

Play as Boneman:
Enter CRAZYBONEMAN as a code.

Play as Bosco:
Enter MoreMilk as a code.

Play as Cam:
Enter NotACamera as a code.

Play as Cooper:
Enter TheCoop as a code.

Play as Eddie X:
Enter Sketchy as a code.

Play as El Patinador:
Enter Piledriver as a code.

Play as Eric:
Enter Flyaway as a code.

Play as Mad Dog:
Enter Rabbies as a code.

Play as MCA:
Enter INTERGALACTIC as a code.

Play as Mel:
Enter NotADude as a code.

Play as Rube:
Enter LooksSmelly as a code.

Play as Shayne:
Enter Movers as a code.

Play as Spence:
Enter Dapper as a code.

Play as TV Producer:
Enter Shaker as a code.

All fun items:
Enter OverTheTop as a code.
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All create-a-skater items:
Enter GiveMeStuff as a code.

All decks:
Enter LetsGoSkate as a code.

All game movies:
Enter WatchThis as a code.

All Lounge bling items:
Enter SweetStuff as a code.

All Lounge themes:
Enter LAIDBACKLOUNGE as a code.

All rigger pieces:
Enter IMGONNABUILD as a code.

All video editor effects:
Enter Trippy as a code.

All video editor overlays:
Enter PutEmOnTop as a code.

All specials available:
Enter LOTSOFTRICKS as a code.

Full stats:
Enter BeefedUp as a code.

50 extra skill points:
Enter NeedsHelp as a code
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Transformers: The Game

No traffic, police, or military:
Press Right, Left, Right, Left, Right, Left, Right at the menu with the "Campaign", 
"Bonus", and "Options" selections. The screen will flash to confirm correct code entry. 
The only vehicles remaining will be parked.

Ammo no reloaded:
Press Up, Down, Left, Right, Up, Up, Down at the menu with the "Campaign", "Bonus", 
and "Options" selections. The screen will flash to confirm correct code entry.

All missions:
Press Down, Up, Left, Right, Right, Right, Up, Down at the menu with the "Campaign", 
"Bonus", and "Options" selections. The screen will flash to confirm correct code entry. 
All missions including the two special missions will be unlocked.

Play as Optimus Prime Generation 1 version:
Press Up(2), Down(2), Right(3) at the "New Game" main menu. The screen will flash to 
confirm correct code entry. Select the "Bonus Features" option then the "Generation 1" 
option to use the new appearance.

Play as Starscream Generation 1 version:
Press Right, Down, Left(2), Down, Up(2) at the "New Game" main menu. The screen 
will flash to confirm correct code entry. Select the "Bonus Features" option then the 
"Generation 1" option to use the new appearance.

Play as Jazz Generation 1 version:
Press Left, Up(2), Down, Left, Up, Right at the "New Game" main menu. The screen will 
flash to confirm correct code entry. Select the "Bonus Features" option then the 
"Generation 1" option to use the new appearance.

Bonus Cybertron missions:
Press Right, Up(2), Down, Right, Left(2) at the main menu and start through replay 
missions. The screen will flash to confirm correct code entry.

Generation 1 Megatron:
Collect all the Transformer Shields in the Decepticon story line.

Generation 1 Optimus Prime (cartoon model):
Collect all the Autobot Faction Symbols in the Autobot story line.

Generation 1 Robo-vision Optimus Prime:
Successfully complete the Autobot story line.
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Uncharted: Drake's Fortune

Baseball T-shirt costume:
Enter the "Rewards" menu. Select "Costumes (Heroes)", highlight the Baseball T-shirt 
option and press Left, Right, Down, Up, Triangle, R1, L1, Square.

Drake's Jersey:
To unlock a baseball jersey for Drake to wear, head to the Costume section of the game 
and insert the following code: Left, Right, Down, Up, Triangle, R1, L1, Square.

Library puzzle:
When you enter the room where Sully is associating with the crooks, you will first have 
to kill all the guards. Afterwards you will have to solve a puzzle with the statues in the 
center of the room. Press Select to enter Sir Francis Drake's diary. You will see that the 
four statues are next to either north, south, east, or west. Then, exit the diary. The center 
of the room has a compass painted on the stone. You must turn the statue to the same 
direction indicated on the compass. Once completed, a secret door will open.

Various Codes:
Enter the "Rewards menu. Enter the appropriate section, highlight one of the following 
options, then enter the code when prompted to unlock the corresponding item.

Concept Art: Bonus 1
L2, Right, Up, Square, Left, Triangle, R1, Down

Concept Art: Bonus 2
Square, L1, Right, Left, Down, R2, Triangle, Up

Making a Cutscene: Time's Up
Press L1, Right, Square, Down, Left, Triangle, R1, Up

Costumes (Heroes): Baseball shirt Drake
Left, Right, Down, Up, Triangle, R1, L1, Square

Making a Cutscene: Grave Robbing
Left, R2, Right, Up, L2, Triangle, Square, Down
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Unreal Tournament 3

Unlockables Characters:
Complete the indicated task to unlock the corresponding character.

Lauren: Always select the second choice for all missions. Kill Lauren in Deathmatch in 
Chapter 2 of Campaign mode. Lauren will eventually become unlocked after a 
subsequent Deathmatch in that chapter.
Scythe: Always select the second choice for all missions. Kill Scythe in Deathmatch in 
Chapter 4 of Campaign mode. Scythe will eventually become unlocked after a 
subsequent Deathmatch in that chapter.
Matrix: Always select the second choice for all missions. Kill Matrix in Deathmatch in 
Chapter 3 of Campaign mode. Matrix will become unlocked after a side mission in 
Chapter 3 in that chapter.
Akasha: Kill Akasha in the final mission.
Loque: Unlocked after a Capture The Flag match in Chapter 5.
Damian: Unlocked in Chapter 4 of Campagin mode.
Kragoth: Unlocked in Chapter 4 of Campagin mode.
Malakai: Unlocked in Chapter 4 of Campagin mode.

Play as Alanna (Necris)
Press Triangle at the custom character screen, then enter phayder as a code.

Play as Ariel (Iron Clad)
Press Triangle at the custom character screen, then enter jihan as a code.

Easy Damage Amplification:
Play the "Heatray" level in Deathmatch in multi-player mode. After the Dark Walker 
drops, destroy it. You will get a Damage Amplification every time.
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Untold Legends: Dark Kingdom

Easy experience:
Get to the room in the Cursed Cave where you must throw the skeletons into the barrier. 
Do not throw them. Instead, just kill the skeletons. They will keep respawning and you 
will be able to gain has many levels as desired
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Vampire Rain

Defeating Monique:
There are two different forms of Monique that must be defeated. You will have to fight 
the first form while she is in the air. The best way to do this is to stay by one table and 
use the radar. Monique will jump in four corners shooting knives and jump kicking you. 
You must wait until she uses the jump kick then use the Verretta M82 when she lands on 
the table (or before). Make sure to duck behind the table or her knives will hit you. If you 
should get hit and your health gets low, disarm yourself and just sit behind the table 
where she cannot hit you for awhile and your health will start to replenish. If she shows 
up behind you while you are restoring your health, just move around the table and sit 
there until your health is fully restored. Once you hear her jumping, quickly pop up from 
behind the table and shoot her. This may take some time, but once you get her health 
down she turns into her second form. The second form is a lot easier. The four tables are 
still there, and can be used to your advantage again. This time Monique is on the ground 
and is no longer jumping in the air. She will throw her knives and charges at you. The 
best thing to do is to hide behind the table. When she runs away, quickly jump out and 
shoot her. When she throws the knives again, dodge them. Then as she starts to run to the 
middle, quickly hit her and she will charge at you. When she charges at you, step aside or 
she will slash you and take a lot of health from Lloyd. If she hits you, use the same health 
trick as before and stay fully loaded this time around. Keep using this method until she is 
defeated. Once she is defeated you will get the ending.
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Virtua Fighter 5

Unlock Dural:
Successfully complete Arcade mode with each character to unlock Dural in Versus and 
Arcade modes.

Dojo training stages
Successfully complete Time Attack mode in Command Training. Then, select Versus 
mode, choose the fighters, then press Down, Down for the fenced Dojo stage or Up, Up 
for the fence-less Dojo stage.

Arcade mode Route B:
Hold Guard or Punch at the "Yes or No" prompt at the character selection screen in 
Arcade mode. Keep the button held until the match begins. This mode has a different 
order of the fighters that appear.

Movie Theater custom characters:
Enter the VFTV Movie Theater, then hold Left and press X when choosing the Wolf-El 
Blaze or Eileen demo movies. Any customizations you made to those characters will now 
appear in the movie.

Classic SEGA sound:
Hold Circle while loads to hear the classic "SEGA" sound from the Genesis system when 
the Sega logo appears
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Virtua Tennis 3

Unlockable: Duke and King

 Duke: Beat in tournament mode after flawless C ranking or better. 
 King: Beat in tournament mode after flawless D ranking or worse. 

Frying Pan racket:
Get three strikes in a row in the Pin Crusher mini-game
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Warhawk

Dodging missiles:
To dodge missiles faster, roll and flip in the air. This will work about 70% of the time.

Easy points in TDM:
To get easy points, go to a base that your team does not control. Stand next to the flag. 
You will see a bar appear at the bottom of the screen. If the other team owns this base, 
the bar will slip to the center (neutralize) and you will get 2 points. It will then slip to the 
other side filling with your teams color (gaining), thus giving you 2 more points. This 
process is easy and can get you 4 points in under twenty seconds.

Split-screen online:
When creating a game, turn the split screen on. During the game, press Start on the other 
controller(s) to activate split screen mode. You will all share your screen name.

Extra missiles:
When you get the single shot homing missiles in an airplane, you should only be able to 
get a total of three. However if you pause game play, wait about fifteen seconds, then 
resume the game, you should be able to pick up three more. This will only work up to 
nine missiles.

Updating stats:
Due to a server error (partly because of global servers), your stats usually will not update 
immediately. To see your stats, log off for four or five hours then log back on. Your stats 
should be updated.

Defend That Flag Soldier!
What's the best way to defend a flag, you ask? Mines, of course! The best way is to put 2 
on the road/entrance by the flag, 1 near the flag, and 1 on the flag.
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WWE SmackDown! Vs. RAW 2007

How to win every tag team match:
*Must be tag team match.
**Can't be tornado tag.
If you want to win every tag team match, set the rules to "10 count" and "no dq". When 
your partner is fighting, go into the ring(fast). Then strong Irish whip your opponent out 
of the ring. Then keep beating up your opponent till 10 count. I would highly recommend 
to Irish whip your opponent a far off from the ring. Another good way is to drag your 
opponent till your sanity bar goes down. When it gets to 10 count, you win. This works 
every time if you do it right.
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WWE SmackDown! Vs. RAW 2008

Unlock HHH and HBK'sDX outfits:
Enter DXCostume69K2 as a cheat code.

Unlock Kelly Kelly alternate outfit:
Enter KellyKG12R as a cheat code.
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